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Sandra Stark Named
State Dairy Princess
Sandra Lou Stark of Calloway County
pearances at various events throughout 'OPerate à dairy farm on Highway f9-1'
;7"
was crowned as Kentucky State Dairy
the state. Her first scheduled apKirksey Road. They have Holstein
Princess at the noon" luncheon held
pearance will be a talk before the
cattle with their milk being sold
Monday at the thirty-third annlial
Kentucky Bankers Association in thrOugh
the ,Associated -Milk
meeting of the American Dairy
Louisville in April.
Producers, home based in Memphis,
Associiinon of Kentucky nod at
Miss Stark said she was really
Tenn. The Stark family moved to their
Executive West, Louisville.
pleased and excited about winning the present farm in 1964. but also operated
- - - state honor and -felt that-it, was a a dairy firth' infofhierlociitioti-on tlie Miss Stark was named the winner
"dream come true." She said she will south side of Calloway County.
over nine other district winners in the
be pleased and happy to tour the state
Miss Stark said she had been -encontest. Each candidate had to give
promoting the dairy industry.
couraged throughout her life to conspeeches, both prepared and imMiss Stark is a freshman business linue her work and activities in the
promptu, at the Sunday evening dairy.* illdacation major at Murray State dairy industry
by Ted- Howard:
prineess banquet before the winner was
University and was a 1976 honor .Calloway County Extension Agent for
announced 2n Monday.
•
graduate of Calloway .County High Agricultufe. Sfitsaid when she became
---Thei-orgfil;-&-ifghter of Mr. and
School where she was a member Of the discouraged that Howard would enMrs. Charles B. Stark, was crowned as
school band, Beta Club, ahd FFA courage her to continue her dairy acDistrict I Dairy Princess at the Dairy
chapter. She has been active in both 4-H tivities to reach the goal of becoming
Association meeting held at Mayfield in
and FFA work having been a member - The Kentucky State Dairy Princess.
October. She was crowned as state
of the 4-11 State Judging team for two
.The last state dairy jirincess from
princess Monday by the 1976 State
years and a member of the First Place Calloway County was Miss Marinell
Dairy Princess, Sheila Greenwade of
FFA Dairy Judging Team at the Mid- Myers of Lynn Grove in 1962.
Mt.Sterling.
South Fair at Memphis,Tenn.
Miss Stark was accompanied to
As the state winner, Miss Stark will
The Kentucky Princess has been Louisville by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
receive a wardrobe valued at $500, and
associated with the dairy industry all of Charles B. Stark, and by Miss Kathy
will be paid a salary this summer by the
her life as her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, Miss Kentucky Teenager,
American Dairy Association ...to
-Charles_ B Stark, along with Sandra_ school friend- of the---new-K-entuelty
promote---the industry through apand her brother, Jerry Stark, own and Dairy PrincesS.
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TRAILER GUTTED—A mobile home in Shady Oaks was gutted by fire this morning, according to reports from the
Calloway County fire-Rescue Unit. The rental trailer was owned byjack No/swarthy.
•
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Carroll Asks Carter To Declare
State A Major Disaster Area
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) - Kentucky, reeling under the rigors of
winter, has become the ninth state to
ask President -Carter tcrdeclare it a
major disaster area.
The 'telegraphed request by Gov.
Julian Carroll Monday came at a time
when a temporary warming trend
under sunny skies is in sight.
- But that does not mean anything, said
John Nichols, Carroll's press secretary.
"The governor knows we have suffered in a very substantial way
throughout the economy," Nichols said.
"The timing is not critical. We must
now mobilize data to support the
request."
Nichols said the situation could get
worse if a general thaw results in
flooding or damagefrom river ice.
Other states which have _sought
disaster aid include Virginia,
Maryland, Ohio, Indiana, New York,
'Florida, North Carolina and Pennsylvania.
Nichols said alkef the states asked for

Clear And Warmer
Mostly clear and warmer through
Wednesday. Lows tonight in the mid to
upper 20s., Highs Wednesday in the
upper Us. Winds becoming ught and
variable tonight.
,

major disaster declarations except
New,York and Virginia, which sought
limited help or specified the sectionssuch as Buffalo in New York.
Carroll asked for The whole package
everywhere.
If granted, such a declaration would
make the state eligible for federal
grants and loans to local and state
government, farmers, businessmen
and possibly home owners for repairing
weatherdamage. .
Carroll met with Carter at the White
House last Thursday'and said he gave
the president a preliminary picture of
the severity of the winter in this state.
"I was encouraged that President
Carter is well informed about -the impact," Carroll said‘"and am pleased at
his offer of the full Support Of his adMinistration to meet Kentycky's
needs."
Full support does not necessarily
mean a disaster declaration-Indiana
has been pleaAng vainly for such a
designation.
Nor is. a disaster designation the
same as an emergency declaration by
Carroll himself.
The disaster program provides aid
for what has happened, while' the
governor's declaration, if it were made,
iinuld give Carroll power.to allocate
fuels where he deems necessary.
•

It has been almost three years sine*: a
Kentucky governor sought statewile
aid from Washington. - _ _
The last time was after a Series of
tornadoes damaged many sections of
the state on April 3, 1974. Scores of
persons were killed and damage ran
into millions of dollars.
The governor said be will forward to
the President data on winter danu:ge
collected by a number of state agencies, especially the AgricultLre
Department.
In that connection,a news confere' cc
was scheduled today by Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris to upchte
reports of winter damage.
' Part of the governor's Tegram to t he
President read:
"Since
Christmas
D.
unprecedented severe weather 1 As
brought subzero temperatures
crippling accumulations of snow and\
ice to all parts of Kentucky.
"These conditions with freezing id
thawing have caused extensi :e
damages to:public and private property
and have necessitated major extraordinary expenditures of state arid
local funds for continuation of essental
services and restoration of • public
facilities. •
1See.
Disaster,Page 1111 •

•

DECA winners, from left to right, row one: Rita Barrow, Tori tawrence, Trisha Phillips, Georgia Elkins, Donna'Hughes,
Francie Elkins, Donna Adams, and Melissa Thorn. Second row, Danny Rogers, Tim Alton, Betsy Easley, Cheryl Sexton,
Richela Towery, Sheila Walker, Regina Bean, Sheila Blakely. Diane Choate, and Jennie Burkeen. Third row, DE Advisors,
Mrs. lov Waldrop,and Ms. Beverly McKinley, Dana Miller, Janet Smith, Rusty Spiller, Randy McMillen,-Tim Hutson, Jayne
Buchanan, Bobbie Smith, Diana Sliger, Teresa Vance,Penny Moody,and Terry McKinney.

Local DECA Unit--P Is
Chapter Of The Year
The Parliamentary Procedure Team and DECA individual, Phillips
The Murray Area Vocational
consisted of: Chery1_ Sexton, daughter Petroleum manual; Tim Alton, son of
,Education Center DECA Chapter was
of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Sexton; Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Alton, sales
named Chapter of the Year and
Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. demonstration; Tori Lawrence,
received 37 awards at the Regional 1
James Hugh Burkeen; Janet Smith, daughter of Mrs. Dorthy Lawrence, .
DECA Conference held on the campus
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. show card lettering; Melds Thorn,
of Murray State University Monday.
Smitti; Betsy Easley, daughter of Mr. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William '•
F•ighi area4laptexa.participaked_in
.
Thorn,gm wrappinr
41' events, with the-- Murray Chapter
Towery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richela Towery, daughter of Mr. and • - •
winning first, second or third place in 37
Richard Towery; Sheila Walker,
Mrs. Richard Towery, area of
of the events.
.
distribution manual; ,Danny Rogers,
In addition, one of the seven regional 'daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Walker;
and Dana Miller, daughter of Mr. and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rdgers, officers elected was from the Murray
Mrs. Dan Miller.
automotive and petroleum manual;
Chapter. Betsy Easley, daughter of Mr.
Donna Actains, daughter of Mr. and
and Mrs.. Hollis Easley was elected as
Winners iof _mcond • place awards
Mrs. Bill G. Adams, service industry
the Region 1 Historian.
were: Tim nutson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
manual;
Winners of first place awards were:
Arnhem G. Hutson, boy student of the
_
Janet Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Diana-Sliger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
year; Donna Adams, daughter of Mr.
Hulon Sliger„ specialty store manual
and Mrs. Bill G. Adams, cashier • Mrs. Thomas W. Smith,specialty store
manual; Carole Winchester, daughter
aid girl student of the year; Rusty
checker; Jayne Buchanan,daughter of
of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Winchester, store
Spiller, son of James McKnight,
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. fhiehanap, visual
layout manual.
creative marketing project • and gift
disPin;.7:
Winners of the third, place awards ,
wrapping;
Teresa Vance, daughter of Mr. and
were:
Regina Bean, daughter of . Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Vance, DECA quiz; Francie
Sheila Blakely, daughter of Mr.-and
Mrs.,Truman Bean, apparel and acElkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Henry Blakely, advertising; Tim
cessory - ME; Penny Moody,
Edwin', Elkins, food marketing-ME; Hutson,son of Mr. and Mrs.,William Q.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, _Brooks
Donna Hughes, daughter of Mrs. Hutson,service indbstry manual.
Moody, general merchandising-ME;
Glenda Hughes, food service-ME;
Diana Choate, daughter of Mrs. Dora
Georgia Elkins, daughter of Mr. and
Sonia Hendon, daughter of Mrs. Dorsey
Mae Choate,and Janet Smith,daughter
Mrs. Edwin Elkins, petroleum-ME;
Hendon,food service-OM ;of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.Smith were
Bobbie Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Trisha Phillips, daughter of Mr. and co-chairpersons of The Chapter of the
Mrs. Billy Smith, public speaking;
Mrs. James F. Phillips, job interview
Year competition,
Terry McKinney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McKinney, radio commercial
writing; Tim Alton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. G. Alton, automotive and petroleum
manual; Randy McMillen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William McMillen, department store manual;
farmers and their families. As with the
An organizational meeting of the
Sonia Hendon, daughter of Mrs.
Adult Farmer program, the YFA- will
Dorsey Hendon food industry manual; Calloway County Young Farmer
promote
agriculture, specifically the
Association
held
YFA
Monday
was
at
i
and
Mrs.
Mr.
daughter
Barrow,
of
Rita
American farmer - the world's most
Leon Barrow, ho-me furnishings -the Murray Vocational Center.
efficient food producer.
Danny Cunningham Was elected
manual;-Dana Miller, daughter of Mr.
Upon submitting a local constitution
president.
of
the
new.
YFA
chapter.
and Mrs. Dan Miller, jewelry industry
and bylaws, membership • and dues
manual; Cheryl Sexton, daughter- of Cunningham also serves as chairman
roster, the local chapter will be a
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Sexton, mer- of the Advisory Council for the Young
chartered affiliate of the Kentucky
chandise information manual; Jennie and Adult Farmer Program conducted
Young Farmer A sociation.
Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. through the Murray Vocational Center.
focal YFA membership is open to all
Cunningharrr
was
the
president
first
of
James Hugh Burkeen, variety store
the Calloway County High School FFA 'young farmers attending the Young and
manual.
Adult farmer classes • In Calloway Chanter in 196041. -Since high Sabot
County. Other officers elected were:
graduation he has been actively inVice Preside-nt - Max Hughes; ---c•olved in farming, and was recently
Secretary - Max Gore, Treasurer - Mike
named winner in the "Outstanding
Young Farmer in Kentucky" contest • Shelton; and Reporter- Mike Burchett.
Twenty-one young farmers and wives
sponsored-by the Jaycees. His entry is
currently being considered with other ,attended the --- Or•ganization meeting,
Those present were: Mike Burchett,
state winners in the -national - comMarty Cerra way, Danny Cunningham,
petition.
Max and Becky Gore, Bobby Hill. Max
The primary 'purpose of the Young
and Shirley Hughes, Tini Letterman,
.Farmer Association is to assist in
promoting and improving the program . Tom Montgomery, Jamie and Jane
The Grand Jury for the February
illair_tiction in yocatiQn.Alagricultare._ Potts', David Riley, Jr Pat RobertSon
term- of -Calloway- Circuit -.Court,
selected-Monday,as the current term of , The design of• the local chapter -Michael and Beverly Shelton,'Richard
court began under Circuit Judge James program will be to aid and interest Spann,Shea Sykes;Bob•and -Irna Wilson
young farmers in an organized. arid Monty-Wilson.
Lassiter.
Randall Patterson is foreman of the educational program in farming. It will • The 1977 State YFA Convention will
be held February 25-27 in Louisville at
Grand Jury; and other members in- seek cooperation with agencies and
clude Milburn Evans, Judith Baucum, organizations in activities that con- the Galt House. More information about.
YFA may be secured- by contacting
Linda Wilson, James Dale Cochran, tribute to the improvement of farm life.
Jamie Potts at the Murray Vocational
Mrs. J. M. Venable, Modest Jeffrey, The local PrOgram will provide social
and recreational activities for yooing Center.
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts Raymon Rayburn

Organizational Meeting Is
Held For Local YFA Chapter
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Grand Jury
Chosen
Monday

..•••••1r.:

Desired. McGehee, Mavis McCamish,
and Ralph Harris.
•
The jury mill report back to Judge
Lassiter on Thursday, with the grand
pry report and any indictment. which
_it may return.
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NEW OFFICERS—New officers of the local YfA chapter are. Worn left, May
Gore, secretary, Mike Burchett,jreporter, Michael Shelton? treasurer, Danny -Cunningham, president, and Max Hughes, vice president staff!Cow by o.yld Hai
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4pril Vows Planned

Just Say GoodBy, Guy
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by Ch,capo Towne It VMrs Send

.
-

_
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DEAR ABBY: Please print this for all those inconsiderate guys out there who may not know how to handle this satiation or don't have the guts to:
Guys, when you decide to drop a girl you've been seeing
regularly, please lie Ain* and Jet her know it's all over.
Don't lie about it,and say, "Let's cool it for a while," when
vou rtM mean, 'Let s end 11...
You aon't evtn have to give her a reason,just say."Good
by it's- been-nice-know ing--_vcia."
There's nothing worse for a girl than not knowing where
she stands with a guy. Of course it hurts to be told it's over..
hut irs a Tot Tess painful than being left hanging and won
&nag and hoeing. So level with her. will yo_u2 HANGING AND WONDERING
DEAR HANGING: All right, here's a message:tit all you
guys out there who lack the consideration and courage) to
level with the ladies. But girls, the same kind of frankness
on your parts would be a kindness,too. Men also appreciate
knowing where they stand. Even if it's out in the cold.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter was married for seven years.
She has two children, 5 and 3. She recently was divorced
and has told me that she is going to. live with another
woman because they have decided that theyare lesbians
and belong together. This other woman__has an 8-year-old
daughter and is a successful artist.(My daughter teaches
children with learning disabilities.)
I am glad that my daughter told me the truth_ She said
has ben fighting her Ifsbiiri-tendencies since adolescence and ttat during her marriage she had'psychotherapy
:t-nd was advised to accept herself as she is.
M'y _daughter has asked _me to welcome-.her ladyfriend
into my home and to consider this woman's child as my
"grdialchild."-I want to do the right thing by my daughter,
but I just can't see myself doing it graciously.
I'm very unhappy about all thiS, but I'm trying'to act
cheerful. Please help me. - SAD MOTHER
DEAR SAD: Unless you want to lose your daughter and
your own grandchildren, accept your daughter's ladyfriend
and her child. Roth,you and your daughter are fortunate to
have such an open and honest relationship. Even in theseenlightened times, it's all toe rare.
DEAR ABBY: A male coworker of mine has a habit of
calling all his women elie,ras "(leant told him that I thought he was being presumptuous, and
I was sure that some women found it offensive.
He'insists that ALL women feel complimented to be
called 'dear"-even by a stranger. Do they?
WOMEN REALTOR
jpEAR REALTOR:-No-one can speak tor ALL women,
but in my -opinion, "dear" has no place in a business conversation. And that goes for "honey," too.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

by Laurence M. Hurst), M.D.
Tuesday,February 8
Thursday, February 19
Consultant, National Dairy Council
FirstUnited" "Circles of
1311tek
Th
Methodist Church'Women will History Week„l'our Black
NUTRITION A LA CARTE
meet as follows: Alice Waters films will be shown atthe MSU
in church parlor, Bessie Sttident Center auditorium at
. OfriAr _people need,the „same_ • Calorie needs vary with acTucker with Mrs. Conrad six p. m.
as younger adults. Bet tivity. lhoPle Ad work Eli desks
nutrients
Jones, 1314 Wells, and
the body ages and physical ac- need less than those who work
as
Maryleon Frost with Mrs.
Dexter Homemakers Club tivity decreases, older people with their muscles. Thinking and
John C. Winter,805-North 16th will Moot at the home of Luna need fewer calories, or less total sitting take no more calories than
Street, all at 9:30 a.m., and Ernstberger at 9:30 a. m. food. However, a wide variety of just sitting. Most people can keep
Faith Doran in the senior Other home akers clubs Foods should he eaten as your their weight down by eating less
all the or exercising more if they find
youth room of church at two scheduled
meet include best protection in getting.
generous amounts. themselves gaining. Be sure and
nutrients
in
p.m.
Southi- rray, Town and Don't eat just a few foods.
keep your weight down!
Country rer
ragressive, and
• Cereals are among our most
for
Here's a suggestion
Murray Branch Of the
Frontier.
versatile -foods. ,Just think of
they
think
who..
girls
teenage
American Association of
can't eat breakfast-in the morn- breakfast foods, macaroni and
University Women will meet
Wagon ing. Have them start with only a other pasta items, puddings,
Welcome
at the home of , Frances Newcomers Club will meet at single feWt- such as fruit or a pastries, cakes, cornbread
„
Matarazzo-at seven p.m.
the First Christian Church at glass of milk or cocoa, and then loaves, rolls, biscuits, pancakes,
7:30 p. ni. with the program by add other foods gradually, within and that American favorite.
two or three weeks. Weight is toast. All these are cereal foods
Murray Star Chapter -No. Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
much easier to control when which provide protein, iron and
_el orders& the Fadern_SUr
tnelrvitamins.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
United -breakfast iS .adequate and you
Independence
lunch.
at
overeat
don't
• It's the total food eaten daily
Masonic Hall.
Methodist Church Women will
how much-that's- important. A meal, howmeet at the-church at seven p. • Calories measure
energy the food we eat will give ever, can mean more than just
Murray TOPS Club will m.
us. Thus,a calorie isnot in itself, food. It tan mean relaxation, rethe
raeet at seven p.m. at
a nutrient. But 'Since you need freshment of body arid spirit.
J-kaltb Center.
Murray. .Chapter, No. 92 energy-you treed calories, but not and aflof communication aRoyal
Arch Masons and too many. If you're fat it means mong family members, friends
Lori Darr and
Murray quota -Ctub
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal you are storing too much future and business associates. Don't
IC3 Senn L. Vet-11'0'
meet at The Triangle Inn at and Select Masters will meet energy, or that you are lugging create tension at meals. 'Enjoy
noon.
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. around energy in the form of fat your food and the people eating
twelve
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Lori
with you.
that you'll never use.
m.
Dorr to IC3 Scott L. VerWey,son of Mr. and Mrs. Harms VerTuesday,February 8
Wey, 19 Scenic Valley Drive, Keniana Shores, Hamlin, has Countryside Homemakers
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
been announced by her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Alpheus B. Dorr Club will meet at Colonial
World will meet at the Murray
of 12 E. Milan Street, Bath,Maine.
House Smorgasbord. Other
Miss Dorr is a 1977 graduate of Morse High School and is em- homemakers clubs scheduled Woman's Club House at six p.
m.
ployed as a nurses aide at the Bath Nursing Home.
to meet include Paris Road
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School and and Coldwater.
enlisted in October 1973 in the United States Navy. He is now
Ellis Center will be open for
stationed at Bath, Maine.
Auditions for Community
Plans are being made for a church wedding in Bath, A4aine, Theatre Group for Youth will senior citizens from ten a m.
to three p. m. with lunch-at
on Saturday, April 16.
be at the Calloway County
noon and table games at one p.
Public- Library from 3:30 to m.
5:00 p.m..

MITE IS

BARGAIN NM
AT THESE THEATRES

Your Individual
Horoscope

ce.g4-

ufeb---Semi-Annual Tractor—PullFirst Baptist Th
by Alpha Gamma Rho will
Women's Groups will meet as
begin at seven p. m. in the
Calvin
follows: I with Mrs.
West Kentucky Livestock and
Morris at nine a.m,., II with Exposition Center, College
ten
at
Mrs. Edgar Morris
Farm Road.
a in., and III with Mrs. Earl
.
p.m.
two
Miller at
"Campus Lights will open at

MIEN

Ceote"if

All Seats 1 25

Frances Drake
▪
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9.1977
What kind of day will and enterprising; can reach the
tomorrow be? To find out what loftiest of positions even from
•.•-• ,•:•••
the stars say, read the forecast most humble beginnings. Eng:15 p. m: at Lovett
thusiastic about _life and
given for your birth Sign.
Martin's - Chapel _United Auditorium, MSU.
_everything it has to offer, ob- 46- 1r.i. rgethilOdist Church Wiruen will
stacles never rhar-ci-oe-10
ARIES
•
They merely act as challenges niAt at seven p.m.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA
Use good judgment in what for you to meet and conquer.
Friday, February 11
you say and do now. Efforts will - You loathe injustice of any kind
Ellis Center will be open
and will defend the weak to your Ina)ten a.m.to three p.m.for
be judged first on -content and
North Murray Homemakers
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
intent, then on quantity. last breath. Highly creative, senior citizens with lunch at 'Club will meet at the home of
General prudence urged.
you could carve an enviable
m.
1:30
p.
Gunter
at
Mrs.
Esco
career in the fields of writing, 'Ron and band practice at one
TAURUS
raCKELODEOte
c
painting, music or interior P
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Sweetheart Banquet will be IC:444 1 I
Especially favored now: - decorating, but you also make
1006 Chestnut
held at the Fellowship Hall ofstudents, teachers, artists, excellent scientists (especially
nasommomnr.-wastionor
Dexter Senior Citizens will the First Baptist Church at
in the world of medicine),
technicians.- Make the most of
Mon.-Thurs. - 7:30 Onl
at
the
9:30
a.m.
Sun-2:30,7:30
meet
at
entertainers.
and
2/10
statesmen
Thru
your skills and adaptability.
seven p. m.
Fri. &Sat. -7:20,9:35
Birthdate of: William Henry Dexter Center.
Even if gains seem slow in
Harrison, 9th Pres., U.S.A.;
coming, take all i stride.
Skits and plays in obObsevion Is •s sood
Mia Farrow and Kathryn
GEMINI
Groups of First Chrisban serVance • of Black History
and often better than
(May 22 to June 21) u11
9
1- Grayson, film stars
Ansthins liltchcodt
Church CWF will meet .as Week at MSU will be at United
tuts ewe/ done:
Some expansion indicated;
Mrs.
B.
D.
Hall,
follows:
I
with
Sun.-2:30,7:30
retrenching needed in other
Campus Ministry building at 1010 Chestnut
1210 Dogwood Drive East with 7:30 p. m.
t -]
08-fiIS.WON.
areas. Be equal to your
program by Mrs. James C.
obligations-. You have an innate
Thru WED.
Fri. & Sat.-7:20,9:35
Mon.-Thurs.-7:30 only
sense of pioptiety. Make it•Work
Hart; IV With Mrs. Mike
Alpha
Second night of
-02-0347------potently.
Holton, 2107 Coldwater Road, Gamma Rho Tractor pull will
CANCER
P4111 sue asti mans
with program by Mrs. Harlan be at Livestock and Ex(June 22 ti July 23) (DO ADULTS 126
C4414 I
Hodges.
PINK PARTNERI:Z.4
"THE
conjuring
up
A time for
position Center at seven p. m.
NURSERY 2
AGAiti"
something new, bolstering your NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS_
641 N. Central Ctr
SPOKES
February
Tuesday,
enthusiasm, anything to adnight of Campus
Second
DISMISSALS
in
Show
Talent
Fashion
and
Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thurs.-7:30 only
vance your status. If you strive
nem 2/16
Mrs. Marky 114 Colson, Rt. 1, Black History Week ob- Lights will be at Lovett
conscientiously, you can gain
Fri.& Sat.-7:15,9:10
Hardin, Mrs. Margaret L. servance will be at the United Auditorium, MSU, at 8:15 p.
the ultimate in rewards.
LEO
Lowe, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Campus Ministry building at m.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
SILVER
Vickie J. Jones and Baby Boy, 7:30 p. m.
Take _dignified approach to Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Barbara
STRERI-f
igM
vErfhibitions of- photography
all problems now - no,
Owen- 641 N.Central Ctr.
Dugger,
by
Kathryn
Thorn_and-Baby
Bey,
Rt.
1,
J.
Club
Boosters
Band
Murray
personal
hysteria!
In
relationships, there may be Gilbertsville, Mrs. Dorothy S. will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the sboro, ceramics by Kathleen
Sun.-2:30,7:30 Mon.-Thurs.-7:30 only
Iltru 2/16
some differences to recognize,. tibson and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, band room at the high school D. Gallagher,. Radcliff, and
" Fri.&Sat.-7:20,.9:20
Haut; Mrs., Martha A. Reit- with Wisconsin trip to, be ceramics by Diane N.
cf)Pe
VIRGO
will
Friedrich, Louisville,
froe, Rt. 8-Box 519, Murray, discussed.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
open at Clara M. Eagle
Mrs. Roe A. Ford, 301 Park
unexYou may face some
000000:
-.W.
41/•••••
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
St.,
Dresden,
Tn.:31t
S.
Joyce
9
Wednesday,
February
'..••
pected situations, some unconand
Center,
MSU
Arts
Y.
Box
"222,
Woodruff,
Grand
Concord
Homemakers
New
foreseen changes. Accept all in
your inherently gracious Rivers, Tn., Mrs. Sharon L. Club will meet with Mrs. Ed tinue through February 237
manner.
Gibson, Rt. 2-Box 93, Murray, Davis at - one p.m. Other
LIBRA
Mrs. Thelma Chadwick, 106 S. homemakers clubs scheduled
Art
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
12t., Murray, Mrs. Wanda F. to meet include Pottertown,
A productive day, for those
engaged in creative activities. Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray, Paul Harris Grove, _ and South
Some of your ideas may need G. Ross, Mobil lim. Village Pleasant Grove.
revision before they become Lot A-9, Murray, Mrs. Lelia A.
feasible, however.
Wesson, Rt. 4; Murray, Mrs.
Ladies day luncheon and
SCORPIO
Jo A. Cooper,, Rt. 1, Hazel, bridge at the Murray Country
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
James D. Erwin, Rt. I, Hazel,
cancelled due to the
Certain persons or things Dolphus B.Dertham, Rt.8-Box ° Club are
crisis.
energy
could cause aggravation and
1225, Murray, Mrs. Elva P.
unwarranted delays. Shun West, 1632 Miller, Murray,
Murray Open Duplicate
hassles over procedure. Ob- Mrs. Mary L. Walker, Rt. 1, Bridge Club will Met at seven
serve and, when sure, act with Deeter, Lon Gansner, Fern
p.m. at Gle_asuli Hall.
maximal discretion.
Murray,
Terrace
Ldg.,
Tandy
SAGITTARIUS
United
Grove
lk-fr" C. Taylor, 739 Nash, Murray,
Lynn
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
-.you-. recognize-op. Irl -Sorners.,_ Rt..8, Murray. Methedisi-CALonieo WI
portu n ities and like to do Mrs. Dorothy L. Underwood, meet at two p.m.
something about them..This is a Box 42, _Puryear, Tn., , Mrs.'
good day to grasp the best. Mary Ruby Travis (expired
Lunch for senior citizens
Expect, too, fine cooperation
Rt. 1, Airno.
will be at North Second
from associates.
CAPRICORN
Community. Center at twelve
;Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
noon. •
GOOD BREAKFAST
-Accentuate the positive in
•
Citrus Fruit .Juice
your thinking if you would make
Bowling for senior citizens
Scrambled Eggs with Bacon
the. real advancement possible
Beverage will be at Corvette Lanes at
now. Routine activities may be Bran Muffins
tWinter Blueberry Jam
1:30p.m.
luippiiy supplemented by some
WINTER BLUEBERRY JAM'
new interests.
.-Good way to use the blueAQUARIUS,
First - United- Methodist
berries'frozen last summer.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. to)
Church Women's Circles will
•1
pint
basket
frozen
8 P.11.Concentrate on "musts" now,
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
bluelJerries
taking earn in proper turn and
v•
with NIrt
13._ Wiison, 305-,
itianagffig them 1:11Oughthilly. -------2-cups chopped I medflirn
North Sixth Strert at 7:30 p.m.
Fwei tart green -apple
You can make good progress if
vigilant.
and Wesleyan with Mrs.
leinon I seeds removed),
• PI,SCM
finely -chopped (peel,
Gordon Moody, 525 South
A.M. to lo P.M.
XG1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
pulp and juice) •
.Sixth Street,at6!30
Stellar influences indicate
3 cups sugar
• II ,,oit/if.r permit t Mg..See
inis1'e4
' in it-lore.
cup water
that this is a time to step up
Wednesday, February 9
In a large saucepot bring all
efforts. Mingle with those who
Murray Bass Club will meet
fair
encourage your desire to ?the ingredients to a boil, stirTriangle
Inn
at
6:30
p,
m.
at
ring
until
blueberries
thaw
and
the
ofGood
news
In
achieve.
sugar dissolves. Boil gently, unMembers note change in
fing..
covered and stir:ring occasionmeeting.pla„ce.
YOU BORN TODAY are a ally, until thick - about 30
minutes.
Ladle
into
sterilized
native.of the second decan of
MSU Racers will play Oral
wide-mouth preserving jars;
Aquarius and, as such, are .seal
Roberts University at 7:30 p:
at
once,
Makes
four
,,
2
-pint
extremely versatile, ambitious jars. •
iii. in fieldhouse.
N/
3
4
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It CostsSo Little groSave cA

A Professional 8x10
Color Portrait only 88;
•Choose from Our selection of eight scenic
and color backgrounds.
•Select additional portraits and save up to
comgared to 1975 prices.
•See ofoi, new large Decorator Portrait__ .
• Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or
your money cheerfully refunded.
No obligation to buy additional portraits
One sitting per subject-Si per subject for
„additional subjects, groups, or individuals in
the same family. Persons under 18 must be '
accompanied by parent or guardian.

NEW,SHORTER STORE HOURS:
4
‘
4 SUNDAY Am
to
4
2.\\ THURSDAY:
FRIDAY &
SATURDAi:ii

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Doily: 1 0 AM - 8 PM
Sat: 10 AM • 6 PM

.th Street
South 12

43F4A
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MurrayBurgerChef
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S. K. Dhoti
Gets Degree

hiss Linda Jean Speer Married
To :lIr. Cherry At Kevil Church
The candled sanctuary of
the • McKendree
United
Methodist Church at Kevil
was the setting for the wedding of Miss Linda Jean Speer
and Donald Nelson Cherry.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev, T. Y.
Smithmier.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Speer of
Kevil and the groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Cherry of Murray.
A program- of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Pat
Brown.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar adorned with
two seven-branched candelabra flanked by two fivebranched candelabra ent--Wined with holly. Baskets of
silk and dried flowers adorned
the center and sides of the
altar. Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents-,--was-attifed-in
a formal gown of white bridal
satin fashioned by her sister.
The empire bodice was accented with lace and seed_
-pearls and was highlighted by
a Victorian neckline. The
chapel length lace train was
attached at the back waistline
and was carried by Holly
Hudson, niece of the bride.
The two-tiered elbow length
veil was fashioned from her
grandmother's material and
edged with tatting which was
Ilr. arid 1/r.s. Amalfi \rim'', Cherry
made by her great aunt. Her
headpiece was fashioned by
Serving as best man was Dr.
Following the ceremony a
the matron of honor, Mrs.
Mark Higdon, from white silk David McKee of Lexington. reception was held in • the
forget-me-nots. She carried a Groomsmen were J. R. Hobbs, fellowship hail of the churth.
Serving were Mrs. Judy
bouquet of gold and rust Danny Ross, and Dean
colored silk chrysanthemums, Cherry, brother of the groom. Snyder, Mrs. Cindy HalterMrs. Smr, mother of the man, aqd Mrs. Gayle Ruth.
white silk forget-me-nots, and
baby's breath with white bride, wore a floor length Mrs. Rosemary Riddle kept
•
streamers tied in love knots. gown of dusty rose, and Mrs. the guest register.- •
After the reception :the
Mrs. Higdon, the matron of Cherry, mother of the groom,
honor, wore a rust colored was attired in a coral floor couple left for a wedding trip
floor length gown and carried length gown. The mothers and arid are now at home in
Albert
EdwftlEctsl, S3nah, Tenn., U•hete the
a long stemmed silk dahlia .Mrs.
with green streamers tied in grandmother of the bride, gr m is manager of the Jim
wore corsages of _gold and rust Adams IGA Store and the
cove knots.
bride is-a teacher'in the schbol
colored
•
chrysanthemums.
The other attendants were
system.
Reception
Mrs. Ted Hudson, sister of the
bride, Mrs. Jimmy Varble,
and Mrs. Robert Crable. They
I he Murras
wore dresses and carried
edgy r
..uquets like that of the
m. in of honor.

TO
PHOTO
Per Pose In Living

Color
For Original Print Only
•No limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking in Rear

'Ur. and Mrs. Johnson
To Be Honored Sunday
Mr. al MrA, Homer F. Johnson of Paducah will celebrate
their fiftiet
edding anniversary on Sunday, February 13,
with a reception Ilk two to four p. m. at the Fteidland United
Methodist Church. ,
Their children and grs4ildren will be hosts for the event
to which all friends and relat
are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were ma .ed February 20, 1927 at the
parsonage of the Third Street Met
Church, Paducah.
They were Attended by Mrs. J
er, Minola Frizzell
and Cledis Butler, who-later ilried, and u Ruby Keenny
Pool.
- Mrs. Johnson is the daughter of the late Dan an Tyline
Bohannon Frizzell. Mr. Johnson, a retired autombbjle
mechanic, is the son of the late Albert and Mary Lether
son.
They are the parents of two sons,T-Sgt. Paul Johnson, who is
assigned to Bitburg Air Force Base, Germany, and Kenneth
Johnson of St. Charles,--,Mo. They have five grandchildren,
Dianna, Neil, and Jay Johnson of Paducah, and Steve and
Paula Johnson of St. Charles, Mo.

Buy now.Save later.
Our -buildings are not only economical
to build, they're economical to own.
We can provide roofs that stay weathertight as long as any ever devised. And
walls with baked-on finishes that last
and last. And insulation that cuts heat-

ing and cooling costs substantially.
There's a lot of money you don't spend
after you buy a Butler building. And
that's what we mean by saving later.
And later. And later.
For more informationh give us a call. -

<BUTLEFD?

CESA CONTRACTORS,INC.
Route 2, Box 525
Calvert Oty, Kentucky 42029 Phone 39S-419$

Bs Helen F. Anarew, M.S..
Health Educator

Sudarshan K. Dhoti 4.1713
Farmer Avenue, Murray, has
completed requirements for
the Doctor of Philosophy
degree from the University of
Iilino
at
UrbanaChampaign.
, Dhall will receive his Ph.D
diploma in the mail about
March 1, as no commencement ceremony is held
in January.

• -Ahothaiissa Seemed Hasid

NASHVILLE PATIENT
Mrs. Thomas Walker, the
former Minnie Lee Churchill,
daughter of Mr. and Nit.
Ronald'Churchill,.and mother.
of Tommy Lee Walker, all of
Murray, is a patient at the
Parkview Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. She has been in the
Cardiac Care Unit but is now
in a private room. Mrs.
Walker resides at • Brentwood,-

HOSPITAL nous)
02-04-77
ADULTS 115
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Vernon ( mother
Maxene ), 1502 Pariclane Dr.,
Murray:
Dismissals
Miss Amber D. Scarbrough,
Rt. 3, Central Rd., Mayfield,
Donald, H. Spiceland, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Mary R. Culver,
Rt. 2, Boaz, Mrs. Beth N.
Falwell, Rt. 4-Box 660,
Murray, Mrs. C. Gail Massey,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Juanita L. Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Carolyn J. Lane,
Rt. 7, Murtay, Calverty W.
Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss
Susan J. Estes, 1600 Catalina,
Murray,Trelon Pierce, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Josie M.
Bridges, 41 1, Paris, Tn.',
Mrs. Annanuna George, 222 S.
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte
A. Lamb, Rt. 3-Box 425,
Murray, Jerry Fulton, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Frances Hulse,
202 N. 8th., Murray, Mrs. Joy
L. Parker, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Brenda S. Campbell, Rt.
5, Box 820, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley A,. Evans, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Telsa M
Peck, Fern Terrace Ldg..
Murray, Alfred L. Davis, Rt
3, Cadiz, One F. Key, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Sarah E. Smith.
_1625 Sunset Dr., Murray
Jesse J. Canady (expired), P.
0. Box 454, Murray.
02-05-77 "
ADULTS 124
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Reed (mother
Estelle), Rt. 3, Fulton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary J. Cooper and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray,
chard A. Nicholson, 228 N
5th., Mayfield, Calvin C
Latime , I. 2, Hazel, Mrs
Phyllis G. a •erwood, 312 N
8th., Murray,
. Nora J
Hutchens, No. 3 Ha
Tr. Ct..
Murray, Mrs. Bert
P
Rumfelt, 1103 Elm, Murra
Mrs, Barbara W. Stewart, Rt
4, Cadiz, , Miss Regina S
Windsor, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs
Dolly D. Clark, Rt. 1, Murray.
Howard K. McCallon, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross.
Murray, Mrs. Augustus W
Russell, P. 0. Box 349.
Murray, William B. Tolley.
1326 West Main, Murray, Mr.
Nell Maness, 717 Riley
Murray, Gingles Wall;expired, 810 Olive, Murra*

02-06-77
ADULTS 137
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIO'sS

Let us build you a
Butler Building

Xecatit-wise

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna S. Mosley, Rt 2.
Murray, Mrs. Ruth H. Smith.
405 N. 18th., Murray, Mrs
Dora M. Buxy-, 625 S. 4th..
Murray, Miss Heather J
Arnold; Rt. 1, Almo, Nathan
R. Scott, Rt. 1, Murray, Alan
R. Hendricks, Rt. 3, Paducah.
Freeman H. Bennett, Rt. 2.
Fruryear Tn., Gleneth
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo, Edwin
B. Knight. Box 73. Hazel,
Teddy L. Cohtion, k.6 Fox
'MeadOws- Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Judith A. Maupin, No 145
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mts.
Nina M. Lyons, 1633 Farmer.
Ave., Murray, Miss Joyce
Kendall, F-3. Muiray Manor
Apts., Murray,Jesse W.,Jines,
Rt. 1, Murray.

MRS.SUE ANN HUTSON has been chosen as Valentine
Queen for 1977 by the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. She is married to Ronnie Hutson and they
have one son, Clint, age four. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Watson of Murray. The Valentine
banquet to honor Mrs. Hutson will be held Thursday,
February 17, at 6:30 p. m. at the Old Oak Tree
Restaurant at Buchanan Resort, Paris, Tenn.
411t,

Mrs. Michael Haley Is
Honored. Feltner Home

More than one third of the
people interviewed in a U.S.
Government survey stated
that "someone. close to them
drinks too much."
Professional counselors are
convinced that a step toward
solving the alcohol problem
can be taken by educating the
estimated 36 million people
who are sharing the problem
second hand. Family. friends
and business associates need
to uriderstand,coqkructi•ve
ways to guide the alcoholic
toward treatment.
Bob Crutcher. alcoholism
counselor at St. Helena Hos
pital and Health Center*.
suggests five steps:
- Obtairr'retistrIt-informa--tion about alcoholism and its
treatment. Your local phone
book will _put you in touch
with an alcoholism'*information center, the County Health
Department, a state agency
for alcoh-olism. Alcoholics
AnOnymo1Js7-ALA-NON7
2. Alcoholism requires professional help. Your job is. to
get that someone into treatment. Reject the myths that
"nothing can be done unless
the problem drinker wants to
stop drinking" or "the problem drinker must hit bottom
before he or she will want to
get well."
3. Be active...get involved.
Don't be afraid to talk about
the drinking problem honestly
and openly with the person at

Mrs. Michael Haley, the
former La Don Graham, was
honored with a shower on
Sunday, January 30, at the
home of Mrs. James Feltner.

Cuiston with Miss Rita Edwards and Mrs. Renee Morris
winning the prizes who then
presented them to the
honoree.
The gifts were placed on a
Hostesses for this special
occasion were Miss Tammy table draped with a white
Feltner, Miss Susie Imes, and cloth. After opening the gifts,
refreshments of a variety of
htss- Linda McCuiston.
cakes, nuts, mints, and punch
Games were played under were sewed to the twenty-five
the dirertiorr of Miss Mr- -- persons- present.

Lord B. Arnold Elected
_ls .lfaster Of Lodge Here
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 P.
H . of Murray conducted its
anrylal election and installation of officers for the
year.
Past Master Gene O. Thorpe
installed the officers who are
Loyd B. Arnold, master; Joe
E. Jones, senior warden; Jot
R. Arnold, junior warden:
Leon P. Miller, secretary: E.
A. Cogdale, treasurer: the

Graffiti Is
Thesis Topic
NEW ORLEANS i AP)- Janice Dee Gilbert, who goes
around peering at the handwriting on the wall, thinks today's graffiti may be tomorrow's history.
,..
"Topics too sensitive, too bigoted and too outrageous for
tile traditional historian are the
natural province of graffiti,"
said the University of New Orleans graduate student.
She speaks with some expertise. She wrote her English
master's thesis on "Graffiti in
New Orleans: ,A Study of Folk
ElpigraPhy."
Besides scanning wall
scrawls available to all passerMiss Gilbert took her
se . for a degree of enlightenmen
powder rooms and
restrooms
bars, chaperoned
by friends
scouted and
peeped in
guarded while
and jotted in the
e facilities.
Graffiti may be traced
to 15,000 B.C. in French caves.
The first known graffito using
a written language was found
in 1856 in the subterranean
chambers of the Palatine and is
dated from A.D. -3," Miss Gilbert said.
'The anonymous nature of
graffiti lends courage to the
most timid soul,' said Miss Gilbert, who noted she could never
catch anyone in the act of writing graffiti,
Women's lounges abound with
quotes from T.S. Eliot, Edna
St. Vincent Millay, Bob Dylan,
Camus, Thoreau - and Lenny
Bruce.
Women tend to allow themselves to be more vulnerable
and evince a greater sensitivity
to the concerns of others," Miss
Gilbert said.
It is not uncommon, she said,
for some troubled woman to
write a question on the powder
room wall and have a number
of others answer with advice
and sympathy. ,
real caring thing,"
"It's
she said.

Rev. Henry Hornbuckle,
chaplain; Henry Greer, tyler;
Luther Scott, marshal'.
Frank Brown, Jr., of
Paducah, Grand Junior
Warden and Far-Western
District Lecturer, was the
guest speaker.
GOOD SNACKS
Between-meal eating IS
necessary for many young
children because they can't
hold a lot of food at any one
meal. Snacks eaten well
before the - next meal don't
spoil your child's appetite for
lunch or dinner. Good snacks
include milk, fruit, vegetable
relishes, juices, cheese, and
bread and butter.

the appropriate time.
4. Be compassionate and
patient but willing to act.
Preaching doesn't help` but
nudge or a push at the right
time may. Thousands of problem drinkers have been

helped when a spciuse, em
ployer or court made treatmeht a condition of continuing
lama), relationships, job or
probation.
5. Support the person durmg treatment and after. What
is needed most by the prob
lem drinker during treatment
is warm human concern.
• Moral support in starting
and staying with treatment.
reassurance front employer
and business associates. and
wittier -part itip-at-key -spouse. parents or children in
group-therapy sessions are all
examples of realistic support.
Mr. Crutcher concludes:
"Three is no need' for you to
permit alcohol to destroy the
life of someone else. Alcoholan illness much like pther
diseases, requires professional help and treatment."
...r,t• to
, poctoge
'For ,rOurrnor,,,/
Cleol I $,
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SCIENTIST REPORTS
Aldrovandi, a noted Italian
scientist of the 16th century,
wrote: "If there is need for an
elegant and groaning board.
you have in the chicken the
most praiseworthy meat."
Chicken with,almonds was one
of his favorite dishes, according to the National Broiler
Council.

"If there's a
way the ne
tax law can
save you money,
we'll find it."
Henry

W. Block

' A brand-new reason why H&R
Block should do your taxes,
The new 1976 tax law is full of changes
New credits. .new deductions..,new
. rules that affect you and every taxpayer.
But Block peopje are ready to help save
you money by taking every allowable
deduction and credit.

Haa BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St. 753-9204
OFFICE HOURS. 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays, 9 AM to 5 PM Sit

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti

Special
Inside
Dining

With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Only

e. --..
,
....40/1111111111111110.40,0180104k40,0,0 .000440040090,040,4404,04402010440.110041W001k,

Super SpecialFor Kids
1/
/2 Price I
Spaghetti and Salad
:1•141**M11101A0

:45f4. 40110.00dd4 400040A40411.40,404

ris,..4/G2.11041111h.V Iseics•

Wednesday Night

4:30 to 9 PM
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99C
Luxurious Dining
for 225 People

uaranteed
Quick
Service
Now 2 Kitchens

To Better Serve
Our Customers

Pagliak Pizza
fte Bottomless Coke

When stacked, 4'90 U.S.
dollars weip one pound.

se, e 3*

fa4e,e o Se.•,•0"

510 Main

753-2975

•
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Local Conservation
Effort Outstanding

everyone.

Every individual in our
community can take pride in

the fact that the voluntary
conservation program is
working. We are saving energy.
It is gratifying to know that
the business people of our
community are genuinely interested in the problem at hand
—and have taken action to help
_alleviate that problem. That
has not been the case in some
other Kentucky cities where
money-hungry merchants have
vowed to maintain regular
business hours despite the
energy crunch. - 'Some people have charged
that the shorlage-of natural gas
is a "contrived shortage,designed to force deregulation
of gas prices and force those
prices up. An investigation has
been started on those charges.
But. the simple fact is we
presently have a shortage —
regardless Of whether it's
actual or contrived.
And every effort to conserve
natural gas as well as other
forms of energy should be
continued as long as such 'a
shortage exists.

(,(:EST ED171M1-11,

There Is Something
'Good Even In Winter
Look deep enough and you
will find a silver lining huddling
within every dark cloud. That
includes the rdark cloud of
winter, 19715777 style.
It is true that the cloud is
dark.
Sub-zero temperatures, a
month of snow and winds which
cut like a knife through
clothing. It has been an uncomfortable time, a dangerous
time.
Because of the weather,
school schedules have been
thrown off, stores have lost
sales, community recreation
programs have suffered, many
meetings and sporting events
have been canceled.
The low temperatures have
tested the nation's fragile
energy condition and the test
scores have not been encouraging. In some places
factories have closed, putting
people out of work • and
threatening to stall America's
economic recovery.
Some people have died
because of the weather.
But even- with all the bad,
there has been some good come
out of the crisis:
Hardships have made Us

realize the importance of
groups such as the Red Cross.
which set up an emergency
shelter for stranded motorists
and people who ran out of
heating fuel.
Too many times people take
the Red Cross, the Disaster and
Emergency Services and
similar organizations for
granted. Recent weeks have
brought their importance to the
surface.
•
Also, it seems that hard times
brings out good in people.
Neighbors have helped neighbors. Younger people have
checked on the older folks in the
neighborhood to make sure
they were okay.
Strangers have
helped
strangers. Stuck cars in
parking lots have quickly attracted a crowd of men willing
to push. It has become a
common scene.
There have been many other
examples of people banding
together against hardships.
Hopefully, when the snow
melts, that attitude will
remain.
—The News Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.

Letter To The Editor

Fight Crime With Love
Dear Editor:
The Purchase Area Fellowship was
organized August 10th 1976 to acquaint
people what is being done inithany parts
of the country to reduce crime and help
persons in trouble with the law to find a
full and meaningful life. The National
Council on Crime and Delinquency
together with the prison chaplains and
professionals in correction offer many
helps in rehabilitation programs.
I want to point out the lost secret in
rehabilitation in requiring criminals to
pay compensation to their victims.
Crime does not pay. But the victims and
taxpayers pay and pay and pay! The
American system of justice has very
little provision for criminals to pay the
cost of crime. It costs between five and
eight thousand dollars a year to keep
man in prison. Taxpayers are often
shocked to learn how much of their tax'.
dollars are used to pay the cost of

crime. And we know that it is going to
increase.
Thousands of years ago one nation
practiced this justice system. The Bible
says, "If a man steals an ox Or sheep
and then kills or,sells it, he shall pay a
fine of five to one-five oxen shall be
returned'for each stolen ox. For sheep,
the fine shall be four to one. If a thief is
captured, he must make full
restitution; if he can't, then he must be
sold as a slave for his debt." Exodus
22:1-3.
Many communities are searching for
the answer to the crime problem. I
firmly believe the only answer to crime
is the law of love. The Bible says, "If
you love your neighbor as much as you
love yourself, you will not want to harm
or steal from him. LOve does no wrong
to anyone. It is the only law you need."
Romans 13:9-10.
Orman Stegall
Mayfield, Ky.
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Garrott's Galley

EDITOR IAL

The cooperation shown by
local industries, businesses and
'!ouseholders in conserving the
use of energy by our community has been outstanding.
The first _three days of the
-onservation effort. which
Oegan Feb. I, resulted in a net
-;avings of 22 per cent in natural
g;is consumed, when compared
with days of similar temperature prior to the voluntary
cut back.
Practically every business in
eut - its
rtur---community'!ours of operation by the-20 per
cent requested..Many have cut
iroen more than 20 per cent.
And figures supplied by the
Murray Natural Gas System
indicate that re•sidents are
doing their part in maintaining
lower temperatures in their
I omes.
Comments received by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
indicated that the hours of
proved
have
operation
generally satisfactory, to

R. Gene MeCutcheon,editor

Fditortals and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of provahrtpt a tartan for Metre'. exchange of taffOrtng
opinions I ellers to the editor in response to editurisas and
.,pinionated articles are encouraged
Me editors of this newspaper Strollet,- belteir that to lima
vinionated :alleles to arils those which parrallel the editorial
ptiilosoth of aus newspaper would be a thAservice to our readers
there!ort. we urge readers who do not agree O ith an editorial stand ir the than presented tbs an individual a riter in a column. to.respon.1
tt.letr
. fee/lags Oil the partic iular LsNik• being at...russet!

carriers, $2 25 per month, payable in advance
Fly mail In Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Maybeld. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.30 per
yker. By mail to other destinations. NI30 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern NewspaperPublishers
Association

•a

•

The Editor's
Notebook

What This Country Needs Is
More Of That Buffalo Meat!
‘,
chef at the lodge,and his helpers,Barra,
By M.C. Garrott _
Stewart
and Steve Davis, had done
the
Indians
why
got
so
know
I
Now
riled up when the white man came to themselves proud preparing the buffalo
the western plains and killed off the meatand the buffet table.
+++++
buffalo. That's good eating!
While we were enjoying our dinner
Last Saturday night, Tack and John
and carrying on over how good the
Farrell and Cathryn and I went to the
buffalo meat was, we also were royally
lodge at Kentucky Dam Village State
entertained by the Country Bluegrass
Park for our first dinner of buffalo
Boys — a five-man string group from
meat. Several hundred others also had
the general area.
'
the seine Idea. Ken
Frye,
Gilbertsville,
was the
LuAnn Philpot had tipped us off that
group's spokesman and played the
they would be serving buffalo meat that
fiddle, as did Marshall Tosh of
night, and never having tried it, we
Fredonia. Vic Hillyard was playing the
jumped at the opportunity to have a go
banjo, and Mark Peek the guitar._ Both
at it. LuArm's husband, Lawrence,
are from Princeton, and Alley Kirk of
supervises the buffalo herd over in the
Marion was.on the bass fiddle. They
Land Between th_e _kezi.,s0 she know
•
had
aTerof Teet-Yeepuig time svitfilhetr
trimming
out
he
the
when they'll
herd,
music.
slaughtering several to serve as a one+++++
shot specialty in the state park dining
I'm sure there were a lot of other
rooms.
Murrayfolks at the lodge for the buffalo
+44++
difiner'whinn we failed to meet, but we
This year, they killed 14 of the big
did see Walter and Ellen Jones,
animals, two carcasses of which went
Margaret and Dub Polly, Doctor and
to the lodge at Kentucky Da,rn Village.
Mrs. Kopperud, Julia Outland and Trip
From these, they came up with four
Jones, Jina Jones and Ronnie Baker,
huge rounds and two "sir butts" for 180
Joe and Sue McCoart, LuAnn and
ponds of as good a roast as you'll ever
Lawrence, Betty Stewart, Betty and
put in your mouth.
Dave
Dickson and their daughter and
We, got there early at 5:15 p.
son-in-law from Indianapolis, Linda
hoping to beat the crowd in order to get
and Maury Walter.
back to Murray in time for the
It was the first time Maury had seen
basketball game with Eastern Kenthe ground since November as well asn
tucky. We didn't even come close to
his first time to eat buffalo meat. He
being among the first ones there.
seemed to enjoy both.
When we arrived, people already
+++++
were streaming along the buffet table
Our waitress, Sue Green, told us that
in the dining room,and those waiting in
line filled the stairs and backed up two they only serve the buffalo meat one
weekend each year, generally early in
or three across into the lobby.
February. Although it was advertised
Within 30 minutes all the tables were
briefly on radio station WCBL,Benton,
taken. Fr.then on, they let them in
that hardly seems necessary now that
only as fast as tables became available.
.folks know about it and when to expect
+++++
The buffalo meat was at the errec of it. -- It'll be another year now before we'll
one of the most bountifully-laden buffet
tables it has ever been my pleasure to get another shot at it, but we've already
side up to. ror the faint-at-heart (those asked LuAnn to make a note to be sure
who couldn't bring themselves to try and let us know when they'll be serving
the buffalo meat), they had spare ribs it again.
and chicken and dumplings.I love them
both, but I had come for the buffalo
meat. I wasn't disappointed.
By The Associated Press
It tasted to me much like roast beef,
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 8, the 39th
but much more tender than prime rib.
day of 1977. There are 326 days left in
You could cut it with a fork. Some said
the year.
it had a little stronger taste than roast
Today's highlight in history:
beef, but I didn't detect that. It was just
On this date in 1940, the Germansshot
plain good.
every tenth person in two villages near
Adam Krywodobylskyi don't ask me
Warsaw, Poland, in • reprisal for the
how he pronounces it), the Polish chief
deaths of two German soldiers.
On this date:
In 1587, Mary Queen of Scots was
beheaded after being accused of
plotting the murder of England's Queen
Elizabeth.
Army Private First Class Guinn H.
In 1709, Mohawk Indians and French
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jones,
troops
attacked Schenectady, N.Y.
has arrived in Vietnam with the Ninth
In 1725, Peter the Great of Russia
Infantry Division.
died and was succeeded by his widow.
Students from local high schools
In 1861-, Arkansas troops seized the
participated in the Paducah Tilghman
United
States arsenal at Little Rock,
Tournament.
They
included
Speech
Ark.,
as
Southern states were rebelling
Andrea Kemper, Kenneth Thomas,
against the federal government.
Lawrence , Anderson, Betsy Riley,
In 1904, the Russo-Japanese War
Ralph Tesseneer, Sammy Collins,
began as the Japanese besieged Port.
Patsy Sanderson, James Gantt; Mike
Arthur in Manchuria.
Jeffress, Kenny Lynn, and Kim Smith
In 1955, Soviet Premier Georgi
of the University School; William
Malenkov resigned and was succeeded
Bryant, Ada Sue Hutson, Rebecca
by Marshal Nikolai Bulganin.
Tarry, Denny. Nall, Jane Belote, Kay
Ten years ago: New York
Pinkley, Dan Miller, Gary Taylor,
Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell
Ernie Williams, Susan Nance, and
refused on constitutional grounds to
William Smith of Murray High School.
answer questions from a select comKiwanian Don Burchfield will present
mittee considering his qualifications
a special program on Scouting at the
for house membership.
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club to
Five years ago: Negotiators reached
be held February 14 at the Murray
a tentative agreement in a 123-day West
Woman's Club House.
Coast dock strike, the longest port
Miss Ann Russell and Janes Wayne
strike in U.S. history.
Harris were married January 28 at the
One year ago: The Netherlands
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
government
said that Prince Bernhard,
W.Russell.
husband of Queen Juliana, was the high
"Humphrey Key has jonquils in
Dutch official who reportedly received
bloom. Mrs. Key went out and cut a
a gift of more than 11 million from the
bouquet for the home," from the
Lockheed Aircraft Company.
colunm, "Seen & Heard Around
Today's birthday: Lana Turner of the
Murray" by James C. Williams.
•
movies is 57.
Thought for today: Boredom, felt on
proper occasions, is a sign of intelligence. — Critic and writer Clifton
Fadiman.

Today In History

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

The February term of Calloway
Circuit Court opened yesterday with the
Grind Jury bringing in ten indictments. Judge H. H. Lovett, Sr ispresiding at the court session.
An average of $32.31 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market on Februarytl. ,
Births reported include a girl, Debora
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Beane on January 25, and a girl, Carol
Diane,to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd W. Horn on
January 29.
"The W.Z. Carter School has set out a
number of new shade trees. They were
pulled to the ground during the ice storm, but now have been set upright
again ahd add Much to the school
grounds," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Picnic hams are advertised at -29
cents per pound in the ads this week for
Parker's Food Market and Johnson's
Orocery.
4l,,.
•

By GENE1 McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Our friends on Capitol Hill—the same
Representatives and Senators who
denounce private industry for "ripping
off" the publicormaking "obscene"
profits—have set themselves up for an
automaticlipercent-payinerease that
will take effect Feb. 20 if the House does
not act to stop it.
Reports from Washington indicate
that such action by the House is not
likely, however. A move to kill the
raises in the Senate was blocked last
weektta 56-42 vote.
'
The raises will go to members of
Congress and other top government
officials and give Congressmen an
immediate $13,000, per year pay increase. That amounts to a 28 per cent
increase and raises their salary from
$44,600 to $57,500.
According to reports, virtually all of
the other top government officials who
would clean up under this scheme are
already getting $37,800 at a minimum,a'
figure that topsdhe earnings of 95 per
cent of the entire U.S. population.
And all of this is going on while the
government is asking citizens to make
sacrifices to save energy and fight
inflation.
Ironically, the $13,000 increase for
Congressmen is equivalent to the total
median- income for the American
families who would be forced to pay the
bill. And with scheduled "cost-ofliving" increments that automatically
take effect in October 1977 and October
1978, these'elected representatives may
well go over the $60,000 per year mark
before the next election.
Under the --formula established by
Congress in 1967, the salary increases
-will take effect automatically Feb. 20
unless disapproved before that date by
either the Senate or the House.
Fifteen resolutions have been introduced in the House against the issue
but the House is not expected to vote on
the matter.
A special House subcommittee began
hearings on the resolutions Monday and
the panel's chairnian (Rep. William
Ford,_ D-Mich,) said any House
member or Senator wishing to testify
will be given an opportunity to do so.
Thus, any member who wants to can
go on the record in opposition to the pay
raise, he said.
- Some members have reportedly
complained privately that the
timetable for the special panel's
hearing was rigged to run out of time. It
will take testimony through today, and
the House plans to recess until Feb. 16,
beginning tomorrow. In theory, that
will leave only five days for some action
to occur but in fact, it will more likely

leave only three days since the 19th and
20th fall on Saturday and Sunday.
Rep. Charles Whalen, (R-Ohio),
according to press service reports,
found it "incredible that the salaries
-go up- subcan, and probablystantially without a vote of the
Congress."
We agree with Whalen, who also said:
"Without having a vote on ..the pay
increase matter, the hypocrites of the
House will be able to travel home and
tell their constitads,they were really
opposed to the increase but will accept
the increase because they don't want to
be paid less than their fellow
•
colleagues."
To reach the office of Rep. Carroll
Hubbard,the spokesman on Capitol Hill
from our district, dial 1-202-225-3115.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Sao. Walter "Dos" Haddlooston (0)
3327 Dirkson Building
Washington, D. C. 20310
U. S. Son. Wendell H. Ford (DI
4121 Dirksen ItaiNing
Washiegton, D. C. 20310
IL S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.(D)1"
423 Canon Haase Office building
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224 3)21 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
f,cicif of jour choice

State level
State San. Richard Wisisenberger(D)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
or
Roito 7, Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Met

State Rap. Kenneth C. lines(D)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Sr
2015. Ili St., Murray, Ay. 42071

Stile Rep. Lloyd C. Oapp(0)
State Capitol Ruilug
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Of
P.O. Bon 13, Wingo, Ky. 4200$

Bible Thought
And when they were come to the
place, which is called Calvary, there
they crucified him.luke 23:33.
Jesus came to this planet primarily to de a death so that we
could live a life—and that life an
abundant one

cAte70415 031/1:4" 0447
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Let's Stay Well

•

Bulky Diet For Spastic Colon
EN., "a little past 50
years °IC...writes that she has
had a spastic colon for years She
has fewer symptoms now than
she had in earlier years and she
thinks that her improvement
may be partly due to changing
her diet to a bulky one to relieve
her ebrdnic constipation,
A: Your observations probably are accurate. Spastic colon is
an unpleasant condition that is
Q: Ms

By F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D
A spastic colon is not lifethe stool larger and NI•fter and
threatening, and it may persist
preventing const Tat 1,in i tten
for years, The symptoms often
several soft stooLs a div essen
le&sen as nervous tensions quiet
in later life. \
The treatment consists of
reassurance th'It the disease vs
uncomfortable. tut not serious.

t ught to try to
The victim
avoid tension-producing situations and to take Medicines that
lessen the spasm in the misrular

often found in high-strung per- wall of the colob
sons. It is characterized by abMild laxatives have keen
dominal discomfort that shifts to helpful, if needed. In addition, indifferent parts of the abdomen. stead of a bland, low-residue
excmive gas and a tendency to diet one high M fiber or bulk is
constipation and small-caliber - advised It holds water, keeping
•
stools.

discomfort azd intestinil 12.as
Th Cost
Of Drug Abuse
Q: %Irk F'P *Irs tor intorrna-

tlfon algenit the cka of dein:\-it'Aise
in ()urination,
A: According

a recent report of the National Institute on
Dreg Abuse:summarized in I'S
News and World Report and

based on a nationwide study
marijuana use continues to rise
but the use of barbituates. LSD
and amphetamines his
decreased Resistance is

ing against tip- use ot tianl
drugs, such as hertin. coudin6
and LSD
'Me direct and rndirect cora iit
such drug abuse is estimated
about $10 billion per year
Tobacco use rs marching
alone at an estimak4.86.7 billion
annual 'cost to t‘ur Sri-cle%
f
Alcohol apd alcohol sA lead the
Just. costing as about 1.32 billion a
ear
These figures do not meiotic
the high cosi of related pain and
suffering that damages the lives
of the victims and many othev
innocent persons, thus corn -pounding the traized
t ,ennari txr
,
1•1•16 li•
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North Girls, East Boys Get
Wins In Junior High Tourney
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A television network has -The East girls finish their
been running a series on season with an 0-5 recOrd
Sunday evenings called "The while North will -carry a .3-3
Big EVent."
record into the. championship
But for junior high students_ matchup Friday.
in Calloway County, the big. For North, Angie Futrell
event is not to be found on the pumped in 18 points while
living room television set.
Ginger Compton also hit twin.
Instead, the big event for digits with 10.
them is the Calloway-COunty
In the boys' game, a.cnuck
Junior High Basketball
• Tournament.
-The first round of action
ludic+ off Monday afternoon
at'Jeffrey Gyninasiurrti.
In,the fir contest, North
stluay
sled to an easy
40 victory over East
(alloway, The win gives North
the right to meet Southwest,
which drew a bye, in the.
championship game Friday.
The boys' action found a
•--tough -F.tet--- Calloway learn
%sinning a ',54-40 game over
Southvarst Calkiway. With the
um, kast ?ins the right to
, meet North Calloway, which
. drew a bye, in the championship game Friday.
North's girls raced to a UK
lead in' the first quarter and
never had any trouble in
disposing East, which suited
up • just six players for_ the
contest.
In the second period, North
put eight points on the board
--while East was shutout byLthe
tough North defense and it
was an 18-2 game at intermission.
. With the North reserves
playing the third frame, both
teams scored four points and
it was 22-6 in favor of North
going into the last quarter.
Then in the fourth frame,
the North --starters returned
and made it quick work by
outscoring East 22-0.
_

and physical East tearn. had
little trouble in winning over a
tall Southwest club.
East raced to an early 8-2
lead in the first period and by
the end of the quarter, held a
13-5 cushion. ,In the second
quarter, Southwest managed
to get some offense going but
still traile-d-25-15 at in-

game between North and
termission.
Paced by the fine play of Southwest will begin at 3 p. m.
guard James'Bynum and the FridilY m Jeffrey Gymnaoutstanding board work of slum The_ -boys' title_ tilt
Larry Sanders, East con- betueen East and North will
firmed its dominatinp in the begin. around 4:15 p. rn.
At the conclusion of the
second half and Was never'
really seriously threatened. boy s game. championship
Bynum, who had eight trophies will be awarded to the
twinners
assists in the contest, scored
g. and alsoto -tha
of
26 points while Sanders, who outstandinggrabbed down 21 rebounds, cheerleaders.
fired in 22 points.
Girls' Game
For
2 0 4 0,- 6
Tim .E i t
Southwest,
McAlister paged the offensive North
10 8 4. 22-44
attack, with 12 points.
East 6 I -Charleton 4.
Southwest ends lei season Buren'
9
Nlattox, Marrs,
with a 5-3 mark, with two of Atkins
and Lilly.
the losses coming to East. The
North (441-Futrell 18,
other loss was to Murray Compton
10, Bojtef, Blakely
Middle;--whteh- Southwest Mrrison 2,
Darnell 4,Iienson
defeated earlier in the season. 2, Brown.
Coursey and CarMeanwhile, East will carry- son
a-record-iftttt their
chainpionSfiip tilt Friday.
Boys' Game
The girls' championship East
13 12 15- 14-54
S'west
5 10 9 16-40

Added To Staff
BUFFALO AP) - The
Buffalo Bills have tapped Jim
Carr, an assistant coach in the
National -Football League for
11 _seasons. to handle the
team's linebackers.
In announcing the .ap- ponitMent Moffday, Bills head
Coach Jim Ringo said he
-believes-Carr's- !knowledge
"and experience will be a 'big
help to our defense."
Carr was deferiRiVe coor,
dinator and 'backfield coach
for the Iietroit Lions the last
two years. He succeeds John
Ray, who resigned recently,.
•--du.,

4

•

oral

Recall Goalie
ST. LOUIS 1AP) The St."
Louis Blues of the National
!hickey League have recalled
goalie Yves Belanger from
- their Kansas City-farm clubto
replace, veteran netminder
Eddie Johnston.
_ JohnstOn is sidelined with an
inner ear infection.
Belanger, 24, played 42
-.garnewith. the Blues during
the past two NH!.- seasons.
With Kansas City, Belanger
led the Central Hockey
League with a 2.66. goalsagainst average-. .

the
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LEADING SCORER-James Bynum (31) of East drives the
middle and shoots over Stanley Colson (20) of Southwest.
Bynum had 26 points and eight assists in the game. About to
fall down in the lane is Tim Holsapple (22) of Southwest at he
steps on a pair of feet.
_
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copies with a
difference
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PORTS
Austin Peay Whips Eastern,
Middle Tennessee Grabs Win

By The Associated Press
Austin Peay has shaken off
all but one of its Kentucky
challengers for the Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
litle;-"lamplonship that
Is
taking on more of a TenneKsee
flavor each day.
Austin Peay won its eighth
game in nine OVt starts
Monday night by rolling past
cellar-dwelling Eastern
Kentucky 19-81. Murray,
meanwhile, left itself as the
final Kentucky challenger for
the title by bumping off
Morehead 74-70.
East • 541-Bynum ?6,•
The Murray victory gave
Sanders 22. Crittenden 2, the Racers a 7-2 OVC record
.Doudy 2, Morton 2, Stone and and a second place tie with
Cooksey
Middle Tennessee, a 78-67
S west
40 -Colson 8, victor over East Tennessee.
Holsapple 6, McAlister 12, Morehead suffered its second
McCuiston 9, Starks 4 and straight league loss and fell
Butterworth I.
_
out of contention at 5-4.
-0
In the other OVC game
Monday, Western Kentucky
GENERAL
LOS ANGELES- Olympic used Aaron Bryant's 38 points
decathlon champion winner to blast Tennessee Tech 101Bruce Jenner was named 86.
Calvin Garrett scored 26
winner _of Ole James E.
Sullivan Award as the out- points and Otis Howard added
standing amateur athlete for 17 to 'fuel Austin Peay's 18th
1976 by the Amateur Athletic win in 21 games. The
Governors led 46-32 at the half
Union.
•and -coasted horde. Kenny
Elliott stood out for Eastern,
1-8 and 5-12, with 33 points and
DaveBoOtcheck added 25.
Mike Muff had 24 points and
,Zack Rlasingara 17
Murray stayed Within reach of
the OVC leaders. Murray had
to overcame a 38-34 Morehead
lead in the second half, but
Muff was equal to the teak as
he scored 15 of his points after
4nteciiiissioii. The Racers are
15-5 overall, while Morehead,
which got 30 points from
Herbie Stamper, slipped to 108.
Middle TennesSee hit 57 per
cent of its shots and built a 17point second half lead in
dropping East Tefinessee's
OVC and overall records

29 points and Billy Ray Bates
added 20 for Kentucky State,
which saw a 57-35 halftime
lead trimmed throughout the
second half as Wilberforce hit
72 per cellt-Ofits shots-alter
intermission:- Kentucky State had little
Juble In the first period and
cleared the bench after rolling
to a 49-19 lead. That fast start,,,
was sufficient to insure
-Kentucky State's-ilthwtit tn 19games. Wilberforce is 33.

below .500. The losers are 4-5
in the league and 10-11 overall.
- Middle Tennessee, with Bob
Martin leading a balanced
attack with 18 points, is 15-5
overall-. Bob Brown hid- 22
points for East Tennessee.
Bryant's 38 points and .19
rebounds, although _the
dominant performance of the
game, were by no means the
only Western weapon against
Ttnineasee Tech. James
Johnson exploded for 28 points
and Mike Prince pitched in 20
as Western won its second
'straight game.
The Hilltoppers, skimping
badly in defense in their OVC
title, are now 7-14 overall and
3-6 in the OVC. Reseqe John
Tatum had 21 points fo'rfech,
which fell into last place with
Eastern Kentucky by suffering_ its eighth .1oii in nine
OVC games. -Tech is 7-13
overall.

TENNIS
MIAMI - Top-seeded Raul
Ramirez of Mexico easily beat
unseeded Zan Guerry of
Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 6-3,
6-1 in the opening round of the
$50,000 Miami Grand Prix
Tennis Classic.
•

MISS YOUR PAPER?
have

who

Subscribers

In other games Involving.
Kentucky schools, Kentucky
State outlasted fast-closing
Wilberforce, Ohio, 92-85;
Cumberland withstood a last
gasp Union rally for an 83,82
win; Northern Kentucky upset
Chattanooga 88-76; and
Wesleyan
Kentucky
weathered a 53-point assault
by Jimmie Dull to defeat
Southwest Missouri 97-89.
Gerald Cunningham scored
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FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGESCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES,

HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
.
Price same as direct.
For Information one
Travel literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
White Mouse Office Budding,
711 Mein Street
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BIG GAME -Angie Futrell (30) of North Calloway goes in
post Kathy Burkeen (51) of East for two of her 18 points. The
East girls will play in the chaiimioaship game Friday against
Southwest.
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TWO MORE-Larry Sanders (35) of East Calloway puts up
two points as Tim McAlister (25) and Mickey Butterworth (13)
of Southwest defend. Also watching are James Bynum (31),
Stanley Colson (20)and Danny Stone (25).
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
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Candidate for Sheriff of Calloway County

-Of Murray, Ky.
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*Opening 11 A.M. Thursday Feb. 10th
(Hours during energy crisis 11 a.nt. to 5 p.nt.)

*Southeast Corner
Of The Court Square

•
—
REBOUND BATTLE -Lori Chorleton (44) of East Callaway bottles will'. Ginger covrsey (251 of North for a rebound. North
romped to an easy 44-6 win in the county tourney.

Jerry Hopkins is announcinwhis andidac 5ticr the ottic oi sheriff or
Calloway County.
Jerry, a life long resident of thik county. i( 18 years old and iS marrred
to the former Mary Sue 'ruder of .Maishall (,.ant. terry and Ciar-V Suehave been married for 17 yetars and have Iwo 'children. Keith Irwin age
11 and Kevin Lee age 2. •Ierry also has two step sons Phillip Buyer sit
Route 3. Curray and lames Butler of Route 'T. Hardin. frfn and hislamily
have resided on Route 3, Murray for the past 14 yeats.
• -ferry -has for the past 9 rips-been ielf-employeff es-a tr.. ed-r.ar- dealer
but has recently retired hic dealership to operate an Auto Body Repair
business at his home on Route 3.
Jerry would gr*ly .eppretiate 'sour support and Considc\ration as
make every eflon to meet•personaNy
Sheriff in the May imaty and
the residents of Calloway County over these nest few montlaS.
7 .
PCP Ci'
C.O.'

ns

end 4 p. en. Saturdays to insure

diem,

Copiesirom 41111 nest
st -sosi
s Como is
something else I hes .te

not

_my
,
anted therr home delttered

By Commirtnelo &art Jerry Hopkins Mary Sue Hop ir.cn s

Trent,'er
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Florida Hands Tennessee Loss
In Gator Alley,'Cats Romp
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Don't be surprised if there is
a mass exodus of tourists from
Kentucky to Florida one of
these days in appreciation of
what the basketball teams of
Florida and Florida State did
for the Kentucky Wildcats
Monday night.
While third-ranked Kentucky was walloping Florida
State 97-57 in a non-conference
game, the University of
Florida was dealing No. 11

Laker Games
Saturday To
Be At MSU
Calloway County High
School will be playing three
games ..Saturday at the
1 Murray State -Sports --Arena.
At 3:30 p. m., the freshman
boys will play:Trigg County in
a makeup contest. Then immediately following, the
Laker varsity girls will tangle
with Trigg County.
After the girls' game, the
doors will be closed and then
at 7.30 p. in. the Laker varsity
boys will play against Cuba.
That game had
been
scheduled to be played at
PREPARE FOR THE BOMB—John Randall(21) of the Racers snares the rebound and gets ready.. Jeffrey Gymnasium but
to fling the boll all the way down the court to loch Blasingame who scored on the fastbreak.
because of the energy crisis,
(Staff notes by Mike Brandon)
was moved to the Sports
.Arena.

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
smilsEditor

Zach Blasingame: Man With The Engine
Last year, Murray State struggled to a 9-17 record. That's
-eight garries below the .500 mark.
This season, Murray is 15-5, which is 10 gameVe the
.500 mark. So to put it simply,the Racers have made an improvement of 18 garnes, which should rank among the best
turn-arounds in the nation.
There are several reasons. First of at, the recruiting job
done by Jim Calvin is the biggest reason. Next, there is-confidence by the players in the coaching staff and then of
course,there is the attitude.
The attitude factor is none better typified than the
loveable fellow from,Chicago. Zach Blasingame.
This past summer, nobody dreamed Zach Blasingame
would be starting. After all, he was only 6-4 and in the day of
the 6-7 and 6-8 forwards, Zach Blasingame was an
anachronism.
Afterall, with all that talent, how could good Old loveable
Zach fit in with the plan?
Well, old loveable 2,ach just happens to have a big engine.
In sports, other than auto racing, an engine simply means
heart. And Zach Blasingame sure hits that.
You've heard of people who have in a sudden burst of
emotional fear, lifted a car off the ground? That's what
Zach Blasingame does every time he gets a rebound.
Watch him.
The energy,the fighting, the struggling, the second and
third efforts.
Time and time again Monday night against Morehead,
Zach had his back pounded and pounded. He should have
tried on a saddle.
But did Zach complain?
Heck no.
He just kept going back inside the basket and getting one
key rebound after another. The statistics say Zach
Blasingame,had five rebounds. It might be interegting to
watch the actual game film to see how many he had.
Zach hit seven of eight field goal attempts. That's nothing
. new. He's hit eight of nine on one occasion this year and
nine of 11 on another.
But does anyone ever really notice that?
Sure, a lot of those great nights have been shots from

close range. But if you think they are easy shots, first of all,
go rent yourself some crutches for proper preparation,then
go play under the basket like Zach.
And not only has Zach Blasingame pulled his inside garne
together, he's turned into a pretty fair outside shooter too.
Several times in the past few weeks, Zach has uncorked
them from 10 to 15 feet.
For his career, Zach Blasingame has 819 points. He
probably won't go down in the record books as being one of
the 1,000-career club members at Murray State. But he sure
deserves it.
He missed his entire freshman year because of knee
surgery. But unfortunately, freshmen can't be redshirted
so thisis Zach's last year. And it's a shame.
He's surrounded by talent this par,He's not forced into a
situation where he has to be the main man
.on the boards.
And last year, that's where he found himself.
But this season, he's supposed to help Danny Jarrett,
John Randall,Skeeter Wilson and Mike Muff on the boards.
Zach has done morethan his share.
And perhaps, just perhaps, it's the attitude and hustle of
Zach Blasingame as much as anything else that's responsible for the 15-5 Racer record.
Years from now, when they sit around the restaurants
and talk basketball, the folks of Murray are going to recall
Zach Blasingame as one outstanding ballplayer and a gentleman to boot.
You don't have to be in the record books to be remembered.

(
MI KR 11 LEILER
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PORTS

Tennessee
its
first chipped in with 19.
Southeastern
Although Alabama led Ole
Conference
'defeat 80-76, dropping the Vols Miss by as many as 12 points
into ‘a virtual first-place in the first half, the Crimson
deadlock with Kentucky.
Tide did not relax until T.R.
Seventh-ranked Alabama Dunn dropped in a pair of free
remained close to the SEC throws with three seconds left.
leaders with a 72-68 triumph
In addition to his clutch free
Dunn
over Mississippi, while ftfth- throws,
held
The Calloway County freshranked Michigan moved into Mississippi's -John Billips to
man
basketball team bettered
Big
Ten
the
Conference lead, eightpoints,1'
its season record to 4-5
downing No.,8 Minnuotalfra. g by
a
80.
Alabama's Rickey Brown --Monday evenin
Three other members of The topped the Tide with 24 points. 58-50 win over Farmington.
The Lakers led 17-10 at the
Associated Press Top 20 were
The Big Ten showdown at
of the first period and led.
end
in action. Arkansas, rated Minneapolis was in doubt until
Nth, rallied' from a 10-point Michigan's Steve Grote hit a by 20 points at one stage in the
halftime deficit and edged baseline jump shot with 1:33 second quarter before settling
Tulane 76-73, No. 17 Syracuse left, snapping an 80-80 tie, then for a 37-24 lead at inrouted Bentley 104-86 and No. made a key steal. Phil Hub. termission.
Going into the last quarter,
20 VMI celebrated its first- bard led the Wolverines with
ever appearance in the 23 points and John Robinson. the Lakers led 46-38.
Keith Edwards paced the
rankings
by outlasting had 20. Mike Thompson and
Marihall 97-90.
Ray Williams each had 20 for Laker scoring with 19 ,points
While Kentucky Coach Joe Minnesota, with Thompson while guard Gary Emerson
Hall was ecstatic over the way scoring 18 after .the in- added 13 points and a gamehis Wildcats manhandled tennission - as the GoplItrs- NO 10 rebounds. Roger-Scott
Florida State, the sellout erased a 10-point halftime chipped in with 11- points.
For Farmington, Brittain,
crowd at Louisville was really deficit.
awaiting the score from
-We were sharp, very who has been starting on the
Florida's tiny gym in sharp," said Michigan Coach varsity, scored 20.
In the junior varsity game,
Gainesville. And when it came Johnny Orr. "We probably
Calloway jayvees raced to
the
throueh, a huge roar went up. played about as well as we can
an easy 78-29 win to run their
But the decibel count play."
season mark to 15-2.
probably was not as high as
Ron Brewer scored 18 of his
At intermission, the Lakers
that of the 5,000 fans who 18 points in the second half as
packed Florida's cramped once-beaten Arkansas led 41-17 and in the third
period, Farmington did not
court.
overcame Tulane's 38-28
"This place'isso loud .:: it's halftime advantage. But after_ score as Calloway carried a
Alligator Alley," sighed trailing 82-50 with under 10 61-17 lead into the final period.
Farmington did not score a
Tennessee Coach Ray Mears.
, minuteslcigo,the Razorbacks
You can't concentrate and uncorked a 17-5 burst that field goal in the second half
you can't even hear yourself brought them even at 8747
think. It's a tough place to with three minutes lett
play
under
any
cirAlthough burst.
'Delo 1e4
curnstances, but we did pretty Arkansas with 23 points, two
wesllu.
free throws by Brewer and
"
t Florida did better, as A.11' Sidney Moncrief's three-point
Befit*
"scored nine of hill 19 play gave the Porkers a fivepcTints-in the final 7'12 minutes, point lead that nullified
The Murray Baseball
including two free throws with Tubules 69 per cent floor
Association
will meet at 7 p.
three seconds left that sealed percentage.
m. Thursday in Jeffrey
the triumph.
VMI moved ahead of Gymnasium at Calloway
Tennessee's Bernie-Ernie
duo led the scoring, Bernard Marshall with a 12-2 spurt late County High School.
Election of officers and
Kink netting 28 points and in the first half and went on to
important matters
other
18th
consecutive
record
Its
Ernie Grunfeld. adding 26.
Florida's. Bob Smyth aided victory. The Reydets won it at concerning the 1977 summer
the foul line, hitting on 33 of 39 activities will be discussed.
Borinef-with
All league presidents, board
Kentucky put on a dazzling attempts.
members,
directors
Will Bynum paced VAG with of
exhibition in crushing Florida
coaches, parents and oiher
State' as Jack Givens pumped N points, Ron Carter had
interested persons are urged
in 28 points and Mike Phillips and Dave Montgomery 21.
to attend the meeting.

Laker Rosh, Jayvees
Get Wins At Farmington
until 50 seconds were left in
the game.
Scott Barrow scored 16
points to lead the ciffenSfve
attack while Gene Dale
Lockhart added 12, Kenny
Erwin 11 and David Cohoon 10.
Freshman Game
Calloway 17 20 9 12-58
Farmington10 14 14 12-50
Calloway (58)—Lamb 3,
Emerson 13, Scott 11, Graham
4, Edwards 19, and Paschall 8.
Farmington 501—Cochrurn
6, Henderson 2, Morgan 8,
Brittain 20, West 6, Anderson 4
and Colley 4..
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — The
University of San Francisco
maintained its No. 1 ranking
atop The Associated Press
college basketball poll,
receiving 51 of a possible 58
first-place votes.

Meeting Set
For Baseball
Association

For Your

Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

Ronnie ROSS
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Grand Opening
-th.e

e.,
k

1*o
. uE

Complete Hair Care Specialist
v Personalized Hair Design
v Creative Curl Restructure
v Custom Coloring
v Reconditioning
Olympic Plaza
1119 Arcadia
Murray, Ky.

Everafednesday
is Chicken Pickinr
Day
3piece Combination Dinner fox

n.49

3Pieces of Chicken
Reg Si 99

Murray — Mayfield

a
Appointment
753-2339
REDKEN

Potatoes & Gravy
Coleslaw • Hot Roll

.
Kettuektifried ekickenl

Consultations

Jerry Joyner
Ron Moon
Designers

GETTING POSITION— loch Bledingeme(42)of the Racers got
the inside position here on the offensive boards and scores
two of his 17 points. He hit' seven of eight shots from the
.•
floor.

-

Take Advantage Of
Our Opening Specials
_
77:

velt

'0
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Racers Avenge Earlier Loss
By Slipping Past Morehead
•
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ing
all,
58

sending the crowd into a to make it a 39-38 Racer lead,
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor thunderous roar. The crowd
Muff then hit four conSports is a funny business. stood and screamed and secutive points, Woolard
Take baseball for instance. screamed as Morehead banked in a spinning drive
The man who hits 40 worked the ball around and front 10 feet and Blasingame
homeruns gets the five-year, around but could not find an hit on a drive and with - 1211
million dollar contract. But open man.
left in the game, the Racers
Morehead got so rattled by ted 47-311!
what about the tittle shortstop
who hits .240 but leads the -the intimidation of the crowd
But the Racers did not have
league in doubleplays and they got called for five the killer instinct. Morehead
comes up with the key hit or seconds and had to give the came back and at one point,
the sacrifice bunt in the ball up after losing the jump at battled to a tie at 58 apiece.
midcourt.
clutch?
Murray took the lead for
But with the hot shooting of good with 5:08 left when on a
They weren't playing
baseball m the-Murray-State -84.--sephemere-*ear4.--14eibie leconcteffort, Muff
Sports Arena Monday night as Stamper and the unbelievable his own shot and the Racers
the Racers eeked out a crucial soft touch from the outside by led 60-58.
74-70 win over Ohio Valley 6-8 senior Ted Hundley, the
Blasingarnk then hit two
Eagles refused to be blown out free throws and got inside for
Conference foe Morehead.
But theshortstop was there. like Diey were in the first half another offensive rebound and
The boxscores never really at Austin Peay Saturday.
Murray worked the lead up to
And- -- at
intermiUsion. six401,11-58.
-show how important a man
can be in a win, especially if Murray found itself in a 32-32
A - three-point play by
that man doesn't score a lot of deadlock. .
Early in the second half, the Stamper with 44 seconds. left
points. But if there were a
rating system on overall play; Racers were down 38-36. Fred in the game cut the Racer lead
Jimmy Warren would be at Overton once said that most to six at 7347. Morehead
games are won when one team .".nianagectto cut the gap to 73top.
"He took Mike Kelley spurts for a bunch of points. 70 with only six seconds left
(Morehead's point guard and And that:6 exactly what but Muff hit a free throw with
overplayed him throughout happened over a three-minute Nu seconds left to give the
Racers the final four-point
the second half," assistant span.
Behind some sparkling margin.
coach Jim Calvin said.
"He overplayed Kelley to defense and some -animal-like --Freshman guard Lenny
his right and what happened strength under the offensive Barber, who came in to run
was Morehead played almost boards by forwards Mike Muff . the four-corner offense with
all of their offense on the left and Zach Blasingame, the :.43 remaining . in the game,
Racers began to roll.
bit four clutch free throws
corner of the basket.
SECOND EFFORT—Mike Muff (40), who had just missed a
And the key at the defensive down the stretch.
"That's why we were able to
shot, gets his firn rebound and follows up with another shot,
Stamper, who hit for 13 of 24
come up with so many key end was 6-11 center Danny
this time good for two of his 24 points. Muff pulled down 15
steals in the last few minutes Jarrett. Jarrett was blocking from the field in.a brilliant
rebounds.
of the game. At one point in shots like "a' machine gun .•ffort, led all scorers with 30
(Stuff Photos by Mike thendoa)
points while Hundley added
the second half. Jimmy was so cutting down trees.
"He was the key to our 22.
bred that he asked to be taken
:
l___Iv- 'A ..A-.Ak_-A_I/
For the Racers, Muff scored
1
4._JA.-•_..-It.\!.1.-_IlS-- A!..._-,;; out for a little rest," Calvin defense. Little Kelley came
racing in once and put up a 24 points and hauled down 15
,..1
.
0,1W - added.
(3
-1
-----4 Besides scoring 10 points wounded-duck shot and it went big rebounds, most of which
and playing superb defense, in. But he had to arch it out of .ame at the offensive end of
Warren . also _had some very the gym. Jarrett is so quick. the floor. Muff shot only nine
_
-.#
......„;-,,,,-,-..
Aski
cie
lplaideor,„
7-big rebounds in the game.. HeCan lea vehis man anclpick. Al 24 fromLthe fie-1d ' Once in the first half, he had .up somebody else and it won't
"I saw my shots were falling
two consecutive offensive get you in trouble," Racer
short so I decided to follow
rebounds as the Racers got off coach Fred Overton said.
The 11-point splurge started them. Usually, I don't follow
six shots at the basket before
with 15:53 left when Grover my shots. -ButTsaW they Were
Warren finally scored.
not trying to block me off.
Morehead led for the first Woolard, who missed his first
Now, I'm
gonna start
eight
the
game,
shots
of
hit
nine minutes of the game.
more. I
shots
following
my
left, John from 15 feet to tie the score at
'
Then with 10:26
Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
think I've got into the groove
38
apiece,
Randall took a pass from
is typically SOuth-of-the-Border
After Morehead missed a of it." Muff said.
Grover Woolard who had just
01.erton said he was pleased
shot, Zach Blasingame was
It will be ole all the way ... leisurely or spirited to suit
come up with a big steal.
with
his team's execution on
your mood ... crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive-f-9111ed--gOing to the offensive $
Randall' went in
during the first -10
Offense
for pros. .. kiddy pool and play area .. game room...
slammed the ball home, boards and hit one free throw \
minutes of the second half.
shuffleboard ...oceanfront dining room ... cocktail lounge...
"After that, it got to a. point
plus many nearby attractions.
where there were so many
timeouts and free throws, it
ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
ended
up . where nobody_ on
The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
either team was . even
decor.
... luxury units, fully eqpipped efficiencies,
sweating."
• •
private balconies, color TV. Expertly managed by vacationThe free throw situation was
veterans to give our guests the best of care.
poetic justice. Murray hit 20
Major Credit Cards accepted.
from the stripe, Morehead
only four. And at Morehead
AnkCILP'lL71,CO INN
earlier in the season in a 79-71
2505 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
loss, the Racers had nine
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES,
points from the free throw line
FLORIDA 32018
while Morehead had 27.
Overton said he was very
impressed with the play on the
and
of
Muff
boards
Blasingame:
--Muff • - has the— uncanny

ability-to get the second shot.
He needs to get 15 to 20 shots a
game. He's capable of scoring
30 points every night.
"And Zach, he gave just a
tremendous second effort all
night," Overton added.
"That's my job. I have to
help Muff, Randall and
Jarrett on the boards. I'm
always trying to move where
the ball is on offense,"
Blasingame said. •
"Lenny Barber taught me
how to rebound," said
Warren.
"Everybody has to hit the
boards, guards included.
That's why Austin Peay beat
us.," Warren said:
Barber even had a big
rebound in'the game. It came

smiled.
when . Brad LeMaster
Blasingame who hit seven of
Morehead missed the front
side of a bonus With a chance eight from the field, added 17
to cut the lead to three with 37 points while Woolard and
Warren hit for 10 apiece.
seconds' left.
But the man who did the job Randall,
who
played
on the boards, particularly brilliantly in the first half,
late in the game, was Jarrett. added seven points.
"We did a good -job in
Jarrett did not start because
he injured his arm Saturday in coming back," Morehead
the win over the Eastern coach Jack Schallow said.
"Murray really has some
Kentucky. He played about
half the game and scored only talent," he added.
Talent?
two points but had seven
.The-talent will be hers in lull
rebounds.
"Four blocks?" Jarrett . force- Wednesday as the
asked.
• Racers host Oral Roberts.
"I thought I counted 'about Murray is 15-5 overall and 7-2
12. We had to stop them inside. in the league and tied for
They have greet shooting second place.'
Morehead drops to 5-4 in the
from the perimeter but that
won't win a game," Jarrett OVC.
• After Oral RobeUs. the
Racers will play at East
Tennessee Saturday and at
Tennessee Tech Monday in
two crucial games.
Ilisedieed
Mike Kelley
Stamper
Rundle!,
Jones
Butch Kelley
LeMaster
Moms
Sable
Wilson
Totals

Muff
Masingarne
Jarrett
Woolard
Warren
Randall
`ilson
Barber
Totals
Morehead
Murray
Attendance

Siesta and Fiesta in Florida
/ / .__--;
- at the new ,0, //,

fg-fga ft-fta rb
tit
44 0-0 3 5 8
1124 44 6 2 36.
11-21 0-0 9332
3-7 04 4 3 6
1-4 04 6 2 2
1-1 0-2 1 2 2
0-0 2 5 0
0-0 04 5 2 0
0-1 0-0 0 0 0
1345 4-7 36 24 70

fg4ga ft-fta rb
9-24 6-11 Is
74
34 5
14
0-0
4-14
2-3
-34
4-5 3
3-6
1-1 5
0-2
0-0 2
0-0
4-4 1
27-67 20-30 38

2
3
2
2
2
1
0

12

33 36-70
32• 42-74
6,800

INN

Feb. 14th

qa.zzalc-wc017,

aa

rPhone

(904)
761-2210
Or
mail
coupon
today

Please send information
gam
NAME

'
CITY, STATE, ZIP

DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA

THE LITTLE GENERAL—The floor general on offense and
defense for the Racers Monday was Jimmy Warren (33) who
fires up two of his 10 points from the keyhole. Moving inside
for position is center Danny Jarrett (55) who had superb
game on the boards and on defense:

NOWSEE NOW!
It's a

program of and about Murray and Murray

State.

NOW is News Of the Week

See what's happening at City Hall...where your friends hang out:
where the jocks work out. NOW will review movies, offer a
forum for local issues, and go where ever the news is...

News Of the Week-NOW- Channel 11 Cablevision
Thursdays 5:30

7kUtittAt( kV.

k

GIVE KING
EDWARD
ArIlef/C/ I largest Sehng Cigar

Sunday Slued Couples
Bowling League
Team
Fearless Freursome
46
23
Born Losers
41
27
Horny Toads .
31
31
Misfits..,36
32
Funky Mbnlues
34
34_
37.
Seldoms
31
Untouchables
40
28
Truckers19 49
High Team Game SC,
Fearless Foursome
894
Seldom.
615
.
Funky Mreloes
, 612
High Team Game'HI'
Fearless Foursome.
839
Funky Winkles
793
Seldom...
776
High Team Series SC
Fearless Foursome
1622
Born Losers
1650
Seldom..
1639
High TearnSeries NC,
Fearless Foursome
2257
Truckers
2175
.
Born Losers
2157
High Ind..Ciame SCe
Men •
Ronnie Hutson
214
Toby Aller
202
Lloyd Todd .
193
, Women
Jane Houghton
183
Nancy Todd
181
Vickie Holland .
143
High Ind Game INC
Men
Ronnie Hutson
241
Daryl Lindsey
238
Dale Phillips
230
.
Women
Jane Houghton.
219
Nancy Todd
212'
Debbie Lindsey
208 •
migh Ind Series rSe/ Toby Aller
547
Lloyd Todd
536
Ronnie Hutson
533
High Ind Series NC

Ge't acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of Our Case Cornpact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:

Dump Cart

any new
purchase of Sale
with the
Tractor.
Case Garden5995 to V2750
priced from
model that
depending,on the
needs
your
best fits

Men
614,
611
611

Ronnie Hutson
Daryl Lindsey
Lloyd Todd

When you're in the mood to buy,
we're in the mood to bargain!

Women
Rhonda Smith
Jane Houghton
Debbie Lindsey
High Averages
Men
Toby Aller
iziln Todd
Ronnie Hutson
Kenneth Perry
\Joe Orlando
Women
Kathy &a • •
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
Vickie Holland

k

PEopLEs\ BANK

'

Bowling
Standings

SU a a aN1

ADDRESS

"Si," wash_
SURPRISED TED?—Ted Nundliy (34) of Morekeeil has his
mooth open end loolitshociodws GrOVIlf Wealard110) if the
Racers blocks the shot while Mike Muff (40) watches the action.

SSO
545

0-4
156
154
150
114

McKee! Equipment rav
Co., Inc. '

503 Walnut

Murray, KY.

tp
24
17
2
10
10
7
0
4
74

753-3062

VP
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2. Notice

2. Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows'

DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 1530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

News, Society

arid

753-1918

Sports

Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on, 5319 16 ond 753'-1917.

Crossword Puzzler
division
ACROSS
3Titireol
Toe gone
respect
by
tiall
"
.
17
nd4
5 Still proper 4 flte
9Cordensed
Und of s---reenetweers• cy te I chieftain
6Sun god
1 3Comfor t
7 Doctrine
14 Parlor)of
6 Repast
toe
9 Miro, dem
15 Singisot
la Goddess of .
loathir
casCor0
i 7 Parenl oi-

,210Nt?

Answer to Mondays Psade

1103 AMMO 2322
BOA MAW 0043
MAMMA 230 00
022M ONO 323
0020 nog 0333
UOU at-Jo Jaz
OU 0002UO3 34
002 332 033
AUUo UU3 J204
000 ORA UM00
MN &MO 30003,D
AMMO Inman 303
MOO 2002 202
32 Seed coat- 47 Poker slakes
4aTidy
Iry
33 Woody writ *9Suntan'
508. defeated
38 Parcel of
54 Prondat
land
%Pedal clrg oil
37 Heavenly
57 Torrid
bodies
58 Music as
40 S00new
wnIten
43 A Mete
81 C Naos* OHMlIts I
lance
45 Nole ot
111111•011•11
*cal*

`‘E
-

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
Ali -reader
ciassifiee must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size inta any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance .
Hospital
Emergency
11/1111ine Society

"TI4E CARTERS SLEEP IN

2 Notice

t

751-9332

roe •

-

v4:- -...A

753-5131
753-3991

Ad.wortis•rs
or•
requested to check the
fiTst insertion of ocli Tor
corr•ction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
on* incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIA TEL Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

Comprehensive
tare .

1514632753-75E8
153-0919
Senior Citizens
753-NEED
Needline
Learn To Read . 153-2281
Poison Control

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

I'M NOT '•?0Uff
SWEET BABBOOT
_

I-S 700 muGh-t
T-Ry NG.
lNi

_

REWARD TO ANYONE
who can identify the
person killing a Getman
Shepherd in the vicinity
of Dogwood and Glendale (In
Tuesday,
February 1. Call 7537546.
FIGURE
SALON,
Dixieland Center. Call
for free visit and information, 753-6881.
_ The Former Morris
*airy out 94 East is

• Jack's Grocery
Now Hours - 6:30 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m.
New Owners - Jack
and Anita Oates,.

FOR *ATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, Phone 753-3128,
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street.
MondayThursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call If needed 7533685.

i'vE. DEC:DED TO BE
7-7AT AND JOLLY INSTEAD

r-

AV
\it

Youth Shop

bet

co)

• 'c

504 Mob

New Shipment
of

Infant Wear
Mesy
f

Sale Items
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
FOR FREE OIL and
adjust on any sewing
machine. 'Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

Itioloca if. & lest ebb
Goias* Tablets & Else
"weer pills" Naked Ong,
109 S. Mt, Morro,.

Beetle Bailey
k‘v gARSER
TCNA N
15 ON
‘..ACA'CIN

WOWED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 4744854.

SELL HORSE related
products. Experience
not necessary.. Must
have transportation.
Call Murray, 753-2287.

WANTED GOOD USED
coallstove. Call 753-3208.

NIS

2 Notice

, -

i'4.Y DIET ISN'T
TFZOL BLS
.VORKING
,
"
TO GEEl
•

A

POUBLE BED."

753-1411
753-1621
753-6952

\

4 '-'.

TRUCK MECHANIC
needed. Taylor Motors,
Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob
Baizell or Walter Byars.

AMBITIOUS, hard
working sales help with
personality plus. Must
be able to work mornings or evenings. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32S,
Murray.
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1/ liaLuum Cleaners

b ritdp teCth:,rd

2. Notice

SARGE,
5%140
CUT5

6. Help Wanted

R
z

you have
previous insurance
experience in the
past 3 years, and
are now working
on another job call
Bankeri -Life and
Casualty Company
- Telephone 4431192 and learn
how you can make
a good income in
your spare time.

Confidential interview
An Equal Opportunity
Company
SERVICES
WANTED.
Translation-English to
French.
Qualified
person to translate, type
and collate documents
from-English to Fyench.
Literal as well as
technical translation
required. Call Wayne
Wahelon, 1-554-9592.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
WANTED
ROUTE
SALESMAN. Must be 21
years or older. Experience preferred, but
not necessary. Must live
in or near Murray. Good
pay plus benefits.
Contact
Cola
RC
Company, 910 South
Fifth Street, Paducah,
Ky.Phone 443-3647 days,
247-9923 nights.
MAKE $1.00 PER CARD
selling engraved Zodiac
Social Security cards.
Free sales kit. No investment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-HI,
Lexington, N. C. 27292
OFFICE MANAGER need person willing to
assume full responsibility of double entry
bookkeeping system,
inventory control and
disbursement. Applicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary
expected, P.O. Box 998,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.

easy!

Send

self-

addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

Phantom

- WANTED - Live Iga
.
companion for lady in
Paris area. Room and
• board plus salary, ex-

THAT' Twe GENERAL
TN E 'TRAITOR WE WERE
KIDNAPPED FOR ?

cellent conditions. Call
collect 901-247-3966 or
901-782-3922.

Situations Wanted

WILL WABYSIT and also
do housecleaning. Call
767-6258.
10 Business Opportunity

!STOUR
BUSINESS
FOR SALE?
For Fast Confidential Service Coll 471-1930 or 4714021 OR WRITE

NICE WHITE cooking
range, good condition.
$49.00. Call 753-1394.

PLATE GLASS store
display cases. 6' long,
24" wide, 35" high. Two
sliding rear doors. $100
for one or $175 for two.
Call 75t3-1836.
KINGS= Sears sleeper
set. $50. Call 753-1941
after 5.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, ifre or 404 pftch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
after_fLp rn 4111-569A
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
Sites, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.753-6767.
CANDLEWICK crystal
by Imperial. Iced tea,
water and sherberts.
Call 753-5422.

LIT ABNER
15 A
FOLKSY NEIGHBORH.
Vs'HY DO THEY ALL CALL _
THE-<JUNGLE

WHO CbMtNIT TED
- 7 Tl-i15 02IME

-5
CRIME 2
_

-4--

Man ,,r woman to enter
sales rn..1,,5gement development program. Successful applicant 1'an eWect earnings of
• $16.000 to $l&000 the first year
sod E20..
to $22,000 the
second year. Applicants must
be witting to wort so hours per
week. prnvide best of references, some college preferred.
reachineAsaies or eVerle9ce
working with pen* helpful. i
Position tiers safarr• commission Ard bonuses, profit
sharing. bee& insurance
Program ,rnplete training at
air esp.••
equal opponunat- ..,,ployer. For personal Intl-, : es, call Mr. David
A. Clifton 396-7501 between
& 9a m
•

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
blentgemery,-• -9634750
day or night.

CRAIG QUADRASONIC
tape player and tapes.
Call 7534345.

M.ichines

SINGER SEWING
Machine,zig zag and all
regular aftachments.Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 14548619.
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
price; $30.Cafl
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19 hrrn

Equipment

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-4444865,
Paducah,Ky.

REMOVE CARPET
paths and vas; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue
Lustre
rent
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

26. TV Radio

RESPONSIBLE PARTY
wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
MARANTZ - 2235B, 35 WC receiver. Brand new
and very cheap. $295
from $450. Call 767-4453.
FOR SALE nice RCA
black and white T. V.
Phone 753-0415.
TV SALE. Drive to cubs
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TN's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 392-2426.

CONTACT WEST KY
Grain
Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 'for Farm Fan
21 Mobile Home Sales
Pryern Savon per_cad-Pre-Season Discount
12 z 65 2 bedroom, bath,
through February.
living room and kitchen.
Call 753-4418.
NEW AND USED tobacco
setters Tor sale. Call 7531974 12 x 65 mobile home.
7708.
Three bedroom,1 and 34
bath. On 90x 180 lot. Call
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
753-6346.
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
or new spray equipment
.orns, 1 and /
Two bedio
3
4
for
spring.
Agribaths, all electric. Call
Products has them. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
753;2958.

ONE DOUBLE bed,
complete $30. Ode single
20 Sports Equipment
bed,-complete, $30.- One
single iron frame, $15. 15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
One table and 4
horse power Evinrude
fiberglass chairs, $30.
motor, and 15' camTwo AMF 3 speed bikes.
per-sleeps four. To be
1 girls, $30, 1 boys, $30.
sold together-$1650 or
'One swing set,.,..small
best offer. Contact
child's, $30. Two 275 - Grimier Nance at 753gallon oil drums with
4015 or 753-8300.
gauges, $100.• Call 7539784.
23 Exterminating
Oldest home
Owned S. operated
in Calloway Co.

12 x 64 FULLY FURNISHED and carpeted.
Central heat and air.
Extras. Like new. Call
7534590, after 5:00 4988612.
-DOUBLE
WIDE
3
bedroom,' 2
bath,
tailored made drapes. In
Riviera Cts. Would
consider car, lot, boat,
etc. to help with down
payment..Call 753-3672.
14 x 70 TWO bedroom, all
electric. Call 753-9717.
29

Gito-4,441:

maw Built-In Sod Halting Cable
Automatic Thermostat to kelp
sou at 74° ventilated dome to
control humidity a air temp

AvalIable In two elzes
?rem Jerry Baker book Inside
UN Stare
amongSt.753-2571
FOR SALE: 3 drawer
maple dresser with
mirror, $35. Four
drawer Bassett chest,
formica top, white, $40.
Half size bed,$35. Phone
753-7841.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.
Special
New Shipment

New Spoons
and Spatulas
Al!Shapes
ond-Sizes

50 each
STARKS NOW.
1216

P•plot

Our 30th Year

16

Home

Furnishings

WESTINGHOUSE dishwasher, 4 months old.
Call 753-9829.
ANTIQUE OAK BED.
$100. Call 437-4289.

Mobile Home Rentals

TWO BEDROOM all
electric. $90 per month.
Call 489-2595.

IK

61104.V41111
Miniature Greenhouse
NEW from WR4PON

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM
UNISNAL IMMUNITY
for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a permanent, full time sales position.
Offers
unusually high income,
opportunity for advancement. Knowledge
of farm and inchistrial
machinery
helpful.
Special training if hired.
For personal interview
see Jim Reynolds,
Ramada Inn, Madisonville, Ky.,Fri. Feb. 18 at
7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.

PROGRAM
SUBSUDIZES cost for house
siding, if needed .for
insulation. Pay in 60
payments. Call
Owensboro office
collect, 6834890.

r

Sikeston Mo

Management
Trainee

SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
7534359.

15 Articles For Sale

If

9.
42,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 7534232.

24 Miscellaneou

KOMI 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
ix South 13th

MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric. In
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
- Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
24 Miscellaneous
20" ELECTRIC stove,36"
gas stove, cOuch and
chair, bed, child's half
bed, freezer, radio, well
pump, 105,000 BTU gas
heater, wheel chair, 315" radial tires, ceramic
tile, bell rack, pool
table, miscellaneous
odds and ends. Call 7534661.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7. s
YE OWE Horsetradin'
Post and Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, and
appliances,
antiques,
throw rugs, throw
pillows. Consignments.
taken. Flea market
Space available. We
buy, sell or borsetrade,
607 South 4th.- Call 4362575.

TRAILER FOR RENT.
Call 753-3473.
31.

Want To Rent

WANT TO RENT or
lease. Tobacco and
barns in Dexter Community. Phone or
contact Frank Cooper,
753-8358.
32 Apartments For Rent
FOUR ROOM PRIVATE
apartment, fully furnished.
Deposit
required. $150 per
month. All utilities plus
cable T. V. furnished.
Call 753-9829.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,1 or 2 bedrooms,
also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman
Apartments,
South
16th
Street, 753-6609.

NICE ONE BEDROOM
apartment,
stove,
refrigerator,
water
furnished. Inquire at
1414 Vine.

NICE

FURNISHED

to apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
o. m. M-F.

1
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FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom apartment for
2 people. Call 753-7575.
33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPINb
ROOMS,
electric heat, private
entrance. Refrigerator.
'Zimmerman -Apartments, South 16th
Street. Call 753-6609.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4352510.
34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE IN THE country.
Four rooms and -bathRefrigerator and stove.
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
753-0169.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
-- retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Buildig,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881

43. Real Estate
SCENIC
SPACIOUSNESS Lovely brick ranch
home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. Attractive -living
room, den-dining area
with fireplace, kitchen,
large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch
which could be used as
4th bedroom. Attached
2-car garage, lovely
landicaping surrounded
by scenic pasture land.
Phone office for more
information on this
choice
property.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
BRAND NEW THREE
bedroom home on extra
large lot.
Central
heating and air cotiditiatting.
driveway. This property
is rlisonatily priced.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 585 Main St.,
753-0101, Murray or call
Linda Drake at 753-0492.

45 Farms For Sale
THREE
BEDROOM
brick. Excellent condition. Priced to Sell.
1702 College Farm
Road. Call 753-5287.
BIG. HOUSE for family,
renters help pay. Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, central heat.
Call 753-9612.
46. Homes For Saie
813 SHA-WA CIRCLE.
Brick • home,
3
bedrooms, lk/ bath,
living room, paneled
family room, kitchen,
utility room, carport,
metal storage building.
Dead end street. Call
753-6843.
NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre
unfinished house. 86,640.
Call 474-8843 or 753-4309.
- OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.

BRICK
HOME,
3
THE PRICE is Right on
bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
these
investment
carport with separate
31 Livestock Supplies
properties: iiiP2
garage. 1803 College
story, 4 bedrooms,
Farm Rd. $32,000.
GILTS AND 2 sows with
living, kitchen. Ideal for
pigs for sale. Call 435family or students
THREE BEDROOM, 2
4503.
located near Univer-,
bath brick on 1 acre.
sity... (2i Also offered is
Good location. Low 30's.
HEAVY 100 LAYING_ dwelling with living
Call 753-9318.
hens. $2.00 a piece. Call
room,
kitchen,
2
753-5897.
bedrooms, completely
carpeted... drapes and
range stay. ...zoned B3..
SOW AND nine pigs: Call
These properties less
436-5560.
than $10,000 each.
38 Pets Supplies
Contact Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
GROOMING AND AKC
BY OWNER - 446 South 6th
miniature Schnauzers. BUSINESS PROPERTY.
Street. Brick. 2I-s baths UpHidden Valley Kennels.
stairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
Grocery store and
Call 435-4481.
room, wall to wall carpet_
restaurant combined.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
New range and ice
large living room, den, kit".en and dining room.
maker in restaurant.
Glassed front porch with
heat Double glass enclosed
Upstairs
apartment
TWO ACRES OF land
back porch. 2 fireplaces,one
renting for $135 per
gas log Large full basement
east of Almo-on blacktop
month_ Large lot with
• carpeted, s bath, fDur
separate rooms, laundr,
road. Call 753-4418.
room
for
trailer
milt', one kitchen sink.
parking, orstore- ex
stiruwri Double car garage
with extra room in back.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
pansion. Also good gas
completely
insulated
and one acre of land on
business. All stock -and,
Double paved driveway, one
brick
outbuilding,
fruit
Ky 444 and McFarlane
fixtures included. Price
trees, :9 of an acre ComRoad. Good well and
pletely fenced
in very low 30's. Don't
septic system. Many
miss this opportunity to
large trees for a nice
go in business for
Phone
shady homesite. Call
yourself. Fulton Young
753-5862
John C. Neubauer,
Realty, phone 753-7333,
from 7 hi to
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
_home 753-4946.
• 753-0101
'or
Pam
• 'Rodgers, 753-7116.
IMMEDIATE
47 Motorcycles
POSSESSION
Owner
transferred out of town
1975 ELECTRIC miniEXOTIC - You have
and looking for offer on
bike. Ride all day for
probably admired this
this
attractive
pennies. Charge
3
home as you passed by.
bedroom home 1 block
overnight. Ideal for
On a lovely lot, corner of
from Murray High
commuting to towni or to
16th and Glendale Rd. is
School. Home has many
classes. Priced to sell.
this most attractive 3
outstanding features
Call 753-6564
bedroom brick with 2
including
economic
baths, central heat and
central gas heat, central
air, Pella windows, fully
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
electric air, pegged oak
carpeted, all built-ins,
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
floor
in
entry
hall, patio,
and beautiful fireplace.
lionda 550 four with
garage, nice landWe will be happy to
windjammer. Call 753scaping and reasonable
show you this truly
2226.
price in mid 30's:13M-he
different home. You will
us for more information__ 49. Used Cars & Trucks
be delighted too: Call us
on this charming home.
'Soon. Guy Spann Realty,
Kopperud Realty, 753- 1971 DODGE VAN, 6
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
1222.
cylinder, automatic, 34
48 ACRES WITH 33 acres
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
45. Farms For Sale
level
row
crops.
Tobacco, corn-,and bean
REDUCED! 1967 MUSTANG GT
land. Two miles North PRICE
Fastback, 289 engine
workshop, 3
Separate
of Coldwater on Highautomatic, good conbedrooms, 2 baths,
way 1836, blacktop. Call
dition. $850. 57,000
family room, office
753-8080 or come by 105
miles. Call 753-9189 or
space, landscaped, near
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
753-8124 after 5 p. m.
shopping. Call 753-9380.
REAL ESTATE.

FOR
SALE

=EN

WE HAVE PROSPECTS
for three bedroom
homes up to the 20's.
Come
by
Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 7533263.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house, five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.

CLEAN,
NEAT,
3
bedroom house. Ideal
for that young couples
first. home. Priced at
only $21,000. Call 7533903.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
19 ACRefarm located nn
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom house. Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
be yours now. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 7530101 or 753-7531.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$423.00 op, floorrol, madly torn.Also precut, yew boa& as
low ma $340.00. Siop to 24i 40 ittaarlont bar wiN prom,
ors sin usuesd. avy lile best for loss.
CUSTOM RUNT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0164

1975 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. Four door sedan.
Price is $1695. Call 7536753.
1973 CUTLASS, $28450.
Call 499-8566.
1973
PLYMOUTH
Barracuda, 318 V-8,
power
and
air.
Automatic, tape player,
vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model,350 engine,
4 speed, cam, headers,
sun gauges, lift kits
front and rear, air
shocks and crager
mags. Will trade for
Camaro or later model
Chevelle. Call 753-5612.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
mbnth old. Call 767-2550.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1974' NOVA, power
steerfng, rally wheels,
excellent condition. 350 2
barrel engine. Phone
753-2414.
1973 SATTELLITE
- Sebring,
2
door,
reasonably priced.
Sharp. Call- 3534062. •
1972 BUICK SKYLARK.
Blue with white vinyl
-top. White pin stripe.
Power steering, brakes,
air. Low
mileage.
Sharp.- Call after 5, 489-

1974 FIREBIRD, gold
custom stripe, rocket
wheels, AM-FM tape,
low mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7853.
1975 BUICK 225 Landau,
burgandy and white, has
cruise, tilt, electric
windows and seats; full
power
and
other
features. $4,850. Also
.1964_•__Lllevrolet,'2 doOr
hardtop, full power and
air. $275. Call 753-7765.
1970 CADILLAC SEDAN
DeVille. All power and
air with AM-FM radio.
Car has been well
serviced and taken care
of. $1200.00. PhOne. 3546217.

51. Services Offered
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates
WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan COnstruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. MOO ...dy or
night 442-7026.
COMING THIS SPRING.
R. W.'s Mobile Home
Wash and Wax Service.
:Call 753-9618.
. _
NURSES AID live in work
wanted. Call 489-2533,
Louise Higgins.

Shout Them from the Classifieds!

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Searching for the ('lever way to ,
:ay "l Love Your'
Our Happy N'alentine Ad. %ill lw published on
February 14. and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best.% ishes. We have a size
to fit every lo y er's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help youl write N our message.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
tuirdition,
water pumps. water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

r

r

LA

FIREWOOD - out to
order and delivered and
tree clearing. Call 7530122.

LA

To Mom and Dad .

To My Wife, Ann ...

We couldn I hove picked a
nicer pair of parents in. the
worfdl tici.e a Happy Vol.
entine's Dayl

After 15 wonderful yeo,, ,
of marriage, I'm 0d1 head
over heels fis lore4with you!
Walter 7

Mike and Sue

1976 -BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
air, bucket seats, AMFM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes 'autos,- stores. M and C.
Complete Glass,
Btilding
No
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

$25°
To Our
Favorite
Teacher

50. Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleepsssix. Call 753-4904.

Ni ether -11•41-skunstr melted
Owes mob as.
SI pound porta:Xs P.
house Oats OH the.

for on answer'
Love, Tons

$300_

cleans the say
WOWSIORall Ocr a
a fraction of tf, _••
(YOU SA1tE up
$2500 DER 400si

$300

Phone 753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times
Root ler only 512 00 a day
8.1-Air Decor Store
BO Ai CVOs, 'Si 3441

EXPERT Bt ILDING
ind remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
planning to
home
completion Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
PAINTING interior, and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Wurley, 7530708.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel Call 436-

TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal
Contact K and S Stump
Removal. 435-43,43 or
753-9490

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.

no

ECONOMICAL( - -

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A- 10' x 10' roan
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens", 753-0359.

take

EFFECTIVELY-

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
.and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

I wont you to,

my ‘;folentine, and I won f

from
Your Clos%

cleans raises an.: •
out time clown o •• I
cemmusassno.,.-

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

ELECTRICAL WIRJNG
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

To lone -

Mrs Smith -- T.,-tsnks for
making Science fun to learn
We think yOu're lops!

MHO- -

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
wi
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY

lENT IIINSOVAC

51. Services Offered

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

$25°

Grandparents. Parents. Lovers.
Send a personalized l'alentine Card to
Your Loved OneS 'Ellis Year
liedaer S- Times Valentine

ONLY 15' PER WORD

SOME EXAMPLES:
41.

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

Dear Jimmy (Prefer , I lone
you TOM- Man IVOrth can

•apoass. I hop* we w..1.1 01
ways b. togittb•r to shore
the good and that bod Lows
&ways Sue lChuclt; P S
Warrior loves you too'

WANZA Happy Vo ,e,
fine S Day 10 the swissil•s,
and moot loving wI. and
moth•r We lon• you Larry

S.

ond Chad

X

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom ombining.
Call 753-8090
-CARPET -( LEANING
experienced.
very
reasonable rates,
referent es,
.free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing lobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
54

Floe Column

COLLIE PUPPIES.
Eight free to good home.
Call 753-0661-.
FREE - male cat. 7
months, old Grey and
„black tiger stripes.
Housebrtken .Call 7533994.

•

All my love goes
to you on
Vatentines Day
lbve John.

Name
Address
City
Zip
MAIL
To:
CI ASS-IF'IEI)
ADVERTISING
Ledger & Times
P.0. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071

Vale
Phone

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.
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Local Students Named
To Dean's List At MSU

I Deaths and Funerals I
*Rites Wednesday
Mrs. Erma Taylor
Dies Saturday Af
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Humphries Her Puryear Home

-

Funeral services for Herman L. Humphries will be
held Wednesday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro. Joe
Gardner officiating.
Pallbearers will be Rusty
cunningharp, Kent Humphries, Kenny Outland, Eddie
Darnell, David Clapp, and
Larry Humphries. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Humphries, age 83, died
Monday at five a: m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Home, Paducah. He was a
retired insurance salesman
and was a member of the
Clement Street Ghureh of
Christ, Paducah. Born SepTenTh
1893-' iii
l'ounty, he was the son of the
late George Bryant Humphries arid Mary Rebecca
Bennett Humphries.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Jean
Bond,
Riviera
Courts,
Murray, one son, George
-Humphries, Mayfield, and
seven grandchildren.

Final'Rites Held
For Gingles Wallis

Mrs. Erma Elizabeth
Taylor, 57, died Saturday at
4:40 p. m. at her home in
Puryear, Tenn., after a long
illness. She was co-owner of
Chief's Restaurant, Puryear,
Tenn.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday morning at
the Kreamer Funeral Home in
Anriville...ra., with burial in
EUB CertITtery there.
An Annville native, Mrs.
Taylor was born Jan. 8, 1920, a
daughter of Mrs. Blanche
Leob Watson of Annville and
the late William H. Watson.
She married Jack C. Taylor in
1963, and he survives.
Besides her mother and
husband, she leaves two
daughters, Mrs. Sara Louise
Fiedler of Puryear,Tenn., and Miss,. Patricia Hanna of
•Kalamatoo, Mich.; two sons,
Raymond Hanna of Dover,
Del., and Frank Hanna of
Clearwater, Fla.; three
sisters, Mrs. Mildred Capretti of •Labanon, Pa., Mrs.
Blanche Wagner of Palmyra,
Pa., and Mrs. Jean Pistone of
Coreyville, Pa.; four brothers,
Earl Watson ,of Palmyra,
Donald Watsorl of Annville.
William Watson of Lebanon
and Kenneth Watson of
Shavertown, Pa.. and five
grandchildren.

Final rites for Gingles
Wallis of 810 Olive Street,
pharmacist in Murray for
forty years, were held Monday
at 11:30 a. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
James Fisher officiating.
The funeral for Richard
Active pallbearers were Joe Smith of Murray Route Five,
Dick, James M. Lassiter, Ed New Concord. Is being held
.West, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Dr. today at two p.m. at the chapel
John QuertermouS. and of the Max, Churchill Funeral
Jimmy Ford. Members'of the Horne with Elder Paul Poyrier
Bank of Murray and Westview officiating and Mrs. Oneida
Nursing Home Board of White as organist.
Directors were honorary
Serving as pallbearers are
pallbearert„Entombment was Kirby Hosford, 'Billy Joe
ill the Murray Mausoleum.'
Stubblefield, Carlos Scruggs,
Mr. WalliS, age 68, died Bull Williams, Wasson
Saturday at. 7:10 p. m. at the Brandon, and Jimmy WimMurray-Calloway County satt. Burial will be in the
Hospital. He was a merOes.a1.- _Barnett.Cep)etery
the First United Methodist' Mr. Sinith, age 84, died
Church, Murray Lodge No. 105 Sunday at 11:05 a.m. at the
Free and Accepted Masons, Westview Nursing Home.
and Murray Rotary Club, Born January 11, 1893, in
along with memberships in Calloway County, he was the
many pharmaceutical son of the late Anthony W.
associations.
Smith and Elmyra Roberson
The Murray pharmacist is Smith.
survived by his wife, Mrs., Survivors include his wife,
Juliet
Gatlin
Wallis; Mrs. Myrtle Morris Smith,
daughter, Mrs. Carl (Carolyn) Und one son, Glenn Smith.
Stout. Jr., and three grand- Murray Route Five; one
children, Julie Carol Stout, daughter, Mrs. Marion
Chris Wallis Stout, and Carl (Dorothy Fay 1 Wimsatt,
Iritatis Stout, Frankfort; two Elizabethtown; two sisters,
brothers, Laverne and Pat Mrs. Ulia Bolton, Gleason,
Wallis, both of Murray.
Tenn., and Mrs. Bertha Jones,
Evansville, Ind.; four grandchildren; two great grandchildren.

Richard Smith's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Mrs. Betty Overby
Dies Monday; Was

100 .Years Of Age
•
Mrs. Betty Overby who had
just observed her 100th birthday on February 4 died
Monday. at 10:40 p. m. at the
Convalescent - Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Joe Overby who died in
1936_ ,She was. a homemaker
and former school teacher,
and a member of ,the First
United Methodist Church.
Born • February 4, 1877, in
Tennre'ssee, slit was the
daughter of the late Howard
W. Dameworth and Annie
Carter Cameworth.
Mrs. Overby is survived by
two sons.. Rue Overby of
Murray and J. Hafford
Overby of Houston, Texas,
along with four grandchildren,
ten great grandchildren, and
two great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr James Fisher oreciating.
Burial will be in the Old Salem
Cemetery.
.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today Tuesday.(
Special
Now Shipment

Wood Spoons
and Spatulas
Al!ShopeS
and Sizes

50' each
STARKS NDW.
L Poplar
arr 30th Year

Disaster. ..
(Continued from Pagel.)
•
"These conditions have also
created extreme hardships
and losses for the people of the
state."
Carroll said this winter
in Kentucky has been 42 per
cent colder than normal.
The agriculture commissioner has estimated farm
and related losses to date at
$77 million.
The
governor . said
preliminary estimates indicate this loss is continuing at
the rate of $2 million a day.
At the agricultural level, the
-request for a disaster
declaration ha set in motion a
factgathering programon a
county by county basis.
Aid to farmers could take
the form of low cost loans and
subsidies for purchase of feed.
However, this kind of help is
available only to counties
which compile information
required
by
federal
authorities.
_Each county has an
agricultural emergency bead
to meet, assess damage and
report it to a state emergency
board.
Carroll has asked Harris to
keep his office functioning as a
clearinghouse and advise him
on the extent of "economic
injury" to the Kentucky
farmer.

A DIRECTOR DIRE( TS—John Goode (right) of Cadiz, director of the 1977 -Campus Lights" production at Murray State
University, explains how he wishes a scene to be played to three members of the cast. Shown with him are (from left)
Caths Nix, Owenton junior, Rita Reasons, Dyersburg, Tenn. junior, and Rick Turner, LaCenter senior. They are among the
130 students making up the production company for the 40th annual musical comedy production.

Campus Lights Tickets To Be On Sale At Door
Tickets will be on sale at the door for
each performance of "Campus Lights,"
the annual 'student musical comedy
production at Murray State University
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
evenings.
John Goode, Cadiz senior and
director of the show, said the sale of
tickets will begin at 7 p. m. at the entrance to Lovett Auditorium prior to
each performance. Admission is $3 a
person,

Curtain time is 8:15 p. m. on each
date.
Telephone reservations may also be
made by calling 762-4288 on the campus,
with payment—to—be—madw -whetr-the - tickets are picked up at the door on the
evening of the performance.
Written, directed, and performed by
a company of about 150 students,, the
production is the 40th since the'tradition
was inaugurated in 1938. After several

years as a Broadway-type show,
"Campus Lights" this year reverts to a
variety show format • more " like the
musical revues of the early years.
Proceeds from the production
sponsored by local chapters of two
professional music fraternities —
Sigma Alpha Iota for women and Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia for men — go into a
scholarship fund for incoming freshman music students.

Gas Shortage
Stabilized
In Marshall

ALPHA KAPPA PSI SPEAKER—Dean Krichbaum (behind podium), plant
manager of the Mayfield Division, General Tire and Rubber Co., was the guest
speaker for the professional rngeting of the Alpha Kappa Psi professional
business fraternity at Murray State University Tuesday evening. Shown with him
are: (from left) Dr. Andrew F. Sikula, associate dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs; Roger Schoenfeldt, assistant professor of management and
faculty adviser to the fraternity; Ken Mercer, Decatur, Ill., senior and president of
Alpha kappa Psi: and Dr. Rex Galloway, associate professor of management.

Vernon Gantt Is Chairman
Of Local Easter Seal Drive
Vernon W..Gantt of Murray haSteeh
named chairman of the 1977 Easter
Seal Campaigq,for Calloway County,
according to Bert Combs. Louisville,
state campaign chairman.
The annual appeal will begin March 1
and continue through Easter Sunday,
April 10.
.
Contributions to the annual campaign
will be used by the Kentucky Easter
Seal Society for Crippled Children and
Adults to provide care and treatment
for physically handicapped Kentuckians throughout the state.
Easter Seal centers operated by the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society include:
Cardinal Hill Convalescent Hospital,
Lexington; the West Kentucky Easter
Seal Center, Paducah; Northern
Kentucky Easter Seal Center,
('ovington; Camp Kysoc, Carrollton;
Hearing and Speech Center, Louisville:

and Camp Green Shores,at McDaniels.
The statewide program of the society
includes physical and occupational
therapies, medical care and
hospitalization, special schooling,
recreation and resident camping,
transportation and hearing and speech
services.
The Kentucky Easter Seal Society
also supports the National Easter Seal
Research. Foundation, according to
Combs. More than 377 grants have been
made by the foundation for research
investigating the causes and meanrtif
preventing crippling.
"Easter Seals . are for the handicapped," Combs said. "We hope t'hey
will prompt generous giving in keeping
with the Easter tradition. Every dollar
given will help provide services for the
handicapped of our state and get them
started on the road to good lives."
-

Conservation measures are continuing at two Marshall County Schools,
despite the fact that a shortage of
natural gas has been "stabilized,"
according to Reed Conder, Marshall
County School Superintendent.
Conder last week indicated that the
Hardin Gas Co. had informed the school
system that natural gas, particularly
for South Marshall Junior High and
Jonathan Elementary, was in short
supply.
"I checked with them over the
weekend and they said the situation is
stabilizing," Conder said. today.
However, the gymnasium at the junior
high school remains unheated and
activities in that area have been
stopped, he said.
"We're still operating (in the
classrooms)," said Conder. Thermostats are set for 65 degrees during
the day and 55 degrees at night.
The school system, Conder said,
voluntarily switched from natural gas
to fuel oil at the county's high school in
an attempt to ease the shortage. The
high school, he said, has an adequate
supply of fuel oil.

local Man Held
On Drug Charges
Murray City Police have arrested a
local man on charges of illegal
possession of non-narcotic drugs, according to department reports.
The man was identified by police as
Bill Abbott, 27, 1707 Ridgewood. He was
charged with illegal possession of
Schedule II non-narcotic drugs, to-wit,
methaqualone; illegal possession of
Schedule II non-narcotic drugs in an
improper container: and illegal
possession of marijuana, according to
police.
Officers said the charges were made
pursuant to a search of his personal
effects during an arrest for alleged D.
W. I.

Dr. Homra Will
Be Speaker

Charles
Dr.
Homra,
chairman of the Psychology
Department at Murray State
University, will give the final
presentation in the seriei oh
"Capital Punishment" at the
Wednesday United Campus
inistry luncheon.
His topic will be "Alteratives To Capitol Punishment: Some Opinions. From
Prison Inmates." Dc Homra
has taught in the past and is
now teaching at Eddyville
State Penitentiary and has .
discussed the capital punishment question with some of
LAKE DATA
inmates.
the
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
The UCM luncheon will be
354.2, down 0.1.
Below dam 300.1, down 0.9. held from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m.
Barkley Lake, 7 a m. 354.2, with the cost being $1.25. The
public is welcomed to attend
ilown 0.1.
reservations are not
and
Below dam 303.1, up 0_,5.
Sunset 5:28. Sunrise 6:53. necessary. For further information call 753-3531.

4,

A total of 1,147 undergraduate students St
Muray State University
earned recognition on the
Dean's
high
List for
scholarship during the 1976
fall semester.
Among that number are 239
who achieved a perfect 4.00
standing. Others on the Dean's
List had grade point-standings
between 3.30 and 4.00. Standings are figured on the basis
of 4.00 for A,3.00 for B, 2.00 for
C, and 1.00 for D grades.
undergraduate
Full-time
enrollment for the fall
semester was 5,420.
Records from the university's data processing office
show 30 students from
Calloway County with perfect
scholastic standings. They
are: Robert Allen, Jerri
Andrews., Laurie Beatty,
David 'Blivin, William Blivin,
James Carter, Kathleen
Doyle, Quentin Fannin, Coy
Garrett, Ronald Green,
Inger Grimes, - -David
Hankins, Jacquelyn Harrison,
Sabrina Karracker, Linus
Kodman, Diana Lane, Mary
Linn, Paula Lyons, Martha
McKinney, Stephen Miller,
Kathryn Pasco, Sylvia Payne,
Hazel Pritchett, Elizabeth
Salmon, Robert Sanderson,
Eugene Smith, Juana Stockdale, Timothy Swain, Lynn
Thompson, and
Joyce
Wooden.
Others on the Dean's List
from Calloway County., include: karen Alexander,
Deborah Alford, Jan Baggett,
Margaret Battle, Rebecca
Blackford, .Nancy Bugg,
Kathy Calhoun, Piette Carver,
Norita
Cassity, Carlos
Childers, Thomas Christenbery, Gene Cleaver, Kenneth
Cleaver, Allen Coleman,
Karen Crick.
Daisy Cunningham, Linda
Cunningham, Marcia Darling,
Jane Devine, Henry Doran,
Theresa Dover, James
Dowdy, Larry Evans, James
Fenton, William Fisher, Lynn
Forbes, Susan Gingles, Becky
Gore, Robert Hargrove,
Sandra Hargrove, Todd
Harrison, Mirriam Hendon,
Randy Herndon, Diane Hill.
Pat Hopson, Jane Houghton,
Steven Howard, James

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows •
Indus. Av.

Christopher Is
Named To Council
Ron Christopher, Murray
Attorney
and
Commonwealth's Attorney. for
Calloway and Marshall
Counties, has been named to
the Prosecutors Advisory
Council by Gov. Julian
Carroll.
Christopher will represent
Commonwealth's Attorneys
from counties containing- 41
third class city on the advisory
council.

Shower Planned For.
Family On Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Larry L.
Wilson whose trailer home on
Farmington Route One was
destroyed by fire on Sunday,
January 30, will be honored at
a shower at the Hazel Community Center on Friday,
February 11, from three to six
p. m.
The family lost their trailer
and all the contents in the fire.
They have one daughter,
Terra Jo, age 2't. Wilson is
employed at the General Tire
Company,
and
Rubber
Mayfield.

30% -'-4- 4
4". unc
36". -".
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21". +,
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Prices of stock of local interest at noon Receipts: Act. 234 Est. 600 Barrows &
EDT, today, hashed to the Ledger & Gilts fully .50 higher Sows steady .50
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of lower
Murray. are as follows
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.•. $40.2540.50few 40.75
US 1-3200-240 lbs.
340.00-40.23
29 -1-,
. US
lieublein Inc.
2-4 240-260 lbs.
$39.25-4060
McDonalds Corp
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US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
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53250-3350
58% +1
Union Carbide
US 1-3300.4501bs.
633.00-34.00
W.R. Grace
2941 -LS
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
'
4
$
3
—
.00-35
.00
few 35.50
Texaco
28% +',
US 2-3 300-500111s.
. 832.00-33
51 4- 4
General Elec
Boars 18.00-20.00
4
GAF Corp
12% +%
33 unc
Georgia Pacific
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Pfizer
27% +"
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Jim Walters
Kirsch . . . .
. ...15 unc
Disney .....
41% +%
'Franklin Mint . .
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Curtis To Speak
At Meeting Tonight
Murray State University
President Constantine W.
Curris will be the principal
speaker tonight when the
Murray State chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa, professional
educational fraternity, meets
in the private dining room of
Winslow Cafeteria on the
campus.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, an
associate professor in the
Department of Agriculture, is
the group,
the president
which also will meet at 2:30 p.
m. today in Room 204-S of the
Applied Science Building to
initiate new members.

Hog Market

Don't blame
your age for
poor hearing

Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A. non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given absolutely free to anyone answering this advertisement.
Send for this non-operating
model,put it on and wear it in
the privacy of your own home.
While many people with a
hearing loss will not receive
any significant benefit from
any hearing aid, this nonworking model will show you
how tiny hearing help can be,
and itts yours to keep, free.
The actual aid weighs less
than a third of an ounce, and
Recent ice on TVA lakes has its all at ear level, in one unit.
moved secondary channel
These models are free, sobuoys off station in Kentucky
we suggest you write for yours
and possibly other lakes. TVA
will be unable to correct the now. Again, we srept'at, there
situation until the weather has is no cost, and certainly no
moderated and TVA is able to obligation. Thousands have
bring its'service boat'into the already been mailed, so write
area. Recreational boaters today to Dept: 5149, Beltone
should be extremely cautious Electronics, 420PW. Victoria
during this period.
St.. Chicago, 111. 60646.

Boaters Should
Be Cautious Of
Off-Station Buoys

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETi.:G—An organizational meeting of a newly-formed
Young farmers Assoc iation was held last night at the Murray Vocational School.
Those
attending were, ftont row, left to right, Shirley Hughes,[ma Wilson, Jane Potts, Beverly
Shelton and Becky core. Standing, Richard Spann, Bob Wilson, Pat Robertson, Marty
Carraway, David Riley, Michael Shelton, Bobby Hill, Shea Sykes, Monty Wilson, Tom
Montgomery, Tim letterman, Max Hughes, Danny Cunningham. Max Gore, Mike Burtheft, and Jamie Pitt',
StaH Photo by David Hill

4-3.24

Au-co
..
Am. Motors
Ashland Cl
A.T.& T.
Ford Motor ,,,,,,,,
Gen. Dynamics . . . . ..
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats.
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Rad*--,

Hughes. Kathy Jackson, Alan
Jones, Evelyn Jones, Jana
Jones, Margaret Jones, Nancy
Kursave, Peter Lafser, Celia
Larson, Cindy Lowe, Virginia
Manor, Katharine Mason,
Robert Mason, Patsy Mathis,
Martha McCallon, Shirley
McCarty, Russell McElrath.
Lou . McGary,
Van
McGinnis,John McKee,Susan
Midboe, Charles Miller,
Edwin Miller, Kathy Miller,
William Murdock, Faye
Murphy, Judith Nall, Wilma
Nance, Joanne Nelson, Huong
Ngyen,
Martha
Pace,
Winifred
Parker,
Rita
Paschall, Elfriedge Piggot,
William Pitman, Sandra
Robertson.
Kathy Rogers, Sarah Ross,
William Ross, Holly Rudolph,
Karen Russell, Ora Russell,
Selwyn' Schultz, Janice
Seargent, Peggy Shelton,
David Shipwash, Cynthia
Southard, Walter Stamper,
Sharon Steele, William Steely,
-Karen-Strode,-Beverly -Swain,
Ellen Teitloff, Paul Thurman,
Clyde Traynham.
Deborah Vaccaro, Charles
Vella, Peggy Visher, Timothy
Wallin, Michael Wasielewski,
John Watson, Shelia Watson,
Jacklyn .4 White, • Rickie
Williams, Barbara Williford,
Randall Winchester, Janet
Windrum, and Wanda Workman.

